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This issue we
include two
features on the
MMIT National
Conference.
This highly
stimulating event
provided great
opportunities
for networking and learning and
the presentations are also available
on our blog: http://mmitblog.
wordpress.com/
Warm regards,

Catherine Dhanjal, Managing Editor

From time to time, MmIT offers space to
suppliers who are developing and marketing
products of potential interest to information
services. Neither the journal nor the MMIT
Group endorse any of the services covered
in these pages. Articles published reflect
the opinions of the authors and are not
necessarily those of the editorial board
or MMIT Group. While every reasonable
effort is made to ensure that the contents
of the articles, editorial and advertising are
accurate, no responsibility can be accepted
by the editorial board or MMIT Group for
errors, misrepresentations or any resulting
effects. Acceptance of an advertisement does
not imply endorsement of the advertiser’s
product(s) by the editorial board or MMIT.

Our special focus on blended
and elearning sought to
bring views and experiences
from those across a variety
of areas: schools, further
education, corporate
world and museum. If you
would like to contribute to
any future special feature
sections or regular sections,
please contact the editor.

MmIT is published quarterly
by the Multimedia
Information & Technology
Group of Cilip in electronic
format in February, May,
August and November. Copy
deadlines are six weeks prior
to publication.
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Foolish pretty things...

Winner of the MmIT back
issues bundle
Steph Bradley, primary care
librarian at North Bristol NHS Trust
was the winner of the competition
for the bundle
of print
copies of the
MmIT journal
back issues.
Congratulations
to Steph!

Edinburgh City Libraries wins
The Bookseller award
Edinburgh City Libraries and
Information Service has landed
the Library of the Year accolade
at The Bookseller Industry Awards
ceremony in London in May.
This award is the third national
libraries gong scooped by the
Capital in the last two years.
Liz McGettigan, library and
information manager, said: “It’s
a huge honour for Edinburgh to
have won this major award. We
couldn’t have got here without
the incredible support of all our
Libraries staff, whose passion
and commitment are crucial to
the continuing success of
the service.”

Our Tech Roundup writer, Kevin
Curran, says: I have no idea how
many cool iPhone cases are on
the market but I suspect a lot.
However, the iFoolish case made
me laugh. It is styled like an etcha-sketch iPhone case but with a
stylus instead of hard-to-handle
knobs. It still claims to provides
excellent protection (strong
polycarbonate with coating) for
your iPhone as well as letting
you doodle away to your heart’s
content, write messages to friends
or even just colour it in.
The iFoolish does not drain your
battery and it does not require you
to install any new apps. You simply
attach it to your phone and sketch
away. It is suitable for iPhone 4/4S
only. The iFoolish Magic Drawing
iPhone cover is one of the most
interesting cases of the year. Price
£19.99.

Our cover photograph: there’s gold at the end of the rainbow for Deptford residents
Our cover photograph shows the
iconic new Deptford Lounge in
Lewisham, UK, which was officially
launched on 1st March, World
Book Day. The brand new building
combines a library with school,
studios for local businesses, sports
facilities, events and activities and
social housing.
Sir Steve Bullock, Mayor of
Lewisham, officially launched the
new development and said, “The
visual and psychological impact
of the new building makes the
area feel alive and exciting. This
fantastically flexible place is a sign
of real change in Deptford and a
testament to the strength of the
community.”
Launch attendees enjoyed
singing, poetry and dancing
displays along with library
tours. Antonio Rizzo, library and
information services manager
for Lewisham showed Axiell’s
OG Web working on a tablet to
check out books wirelessly to the

Mayor and other dignitaries such
as MP Joan Ruddock, and Kevin
Sheehan of the Mayor of London’s
Office. Lewisham is the first library
authority to have the devices
which enable library staff to roam
the library and have full access to
the library management system
to issue and renew books, search
for items or join customers whilst
away from their desk or even away
from the library building.
Antonio added, “Libraries are
being used in a different way
now and we must adapt as user
requirements evolve. Using the
LMS on tablets will help us ensure
that our library services meet
these new user expectations.”
In the past months Lewisham
has shown its libraries are thriving:

opening hours have risen by 13
percent, eBook borrowing has
increased by 400 percent, and
online reference searches by 10
percent. There is also growing
use of public access wifi within
the libraries which has led to a
dramatic increase in the number
of customers using their own
IT equipment in library spaces
to access the library’s online
reference resources as well
as other resources such as
Google Scholar.
To find out more about developments
in Lewisham libraries, see the
slides from Antonio’s speech at The
Consortia Conference on 3 May:
www.consortiaconference2012.com/
programme

www.ifoolish.co.uk
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Olivia
Greenstreet
reports from
the Multimedia
Information
and Technology
(MMIT)
conference,
held in Sheffield on Tuesday 17th
April 2012. ‘Reduced Budgets?
Increased Impact!’ saw over 50
delegates attend from various
sectors of the library community,
and the day was certainly worth
the wait. With two keynote
presentations, four workshops, five
mini-presentations, a Q&A session
and a tour of the University of
Sheffield’s Information Commons,
the day was jam-packed with
useful tips and information.
The first of the keynote speakers
took to the stage in the morning
to deliver his presentation on
the ‘Paradigm Shift: A slate of
new automation platforms’.
Marshall Breeding is the Director
for Innovative Technology and
Research at Vanderbilt University,
and his efforts to attend the
conference coming from his home
town in Nashville, Tennessee were
much appreciated. Marshall’s
address gave a fascinating
insight in to the future of library
automation platforms and
prepared us for the inevitable
changes coming our way (see
Catherine Dhanjal’s article p5).

The second of the keynote
addresses was from Ross Mahon,
an Edu Apps Evangelist at Google.
Unfortunately Ross was unwell
on the day of the conference
and was therefore unable to
attend in person; however he
impressively gave a presentation
via Google Hangouts from his
sick bed, not only delivering an
interesting presentation but also
demonstrating the convenience
of the Google application. He
introduced Google Apps for
education and the potential
added value it can provide to
organisations. He discussed the
need to develop innovation that
can be applied to mobile devices
and how this is behind Google’s
slogan ‘Anytime, Anywhere’.
Google’s ventures into education
include applications such as
Google Docs, Google Groups,
Google Mail and Google Calendar
all of which have been designed
to enhance collaboration. Ross
also spoke of the advantages
of Chrome Books and how they
support the future of cloud
computing through their direct
connections with ‘the cloud’.
Library users are changing and the
technology they use is changing
with them, and the likes of Google
are demonstrating how libraries
can support their learning using
new and exciting web tools.
Workshop sessions and five-
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minute fixes were held at the
conference to showcase good
practice and to highlight the
achievements of libraries in
implementing multimedia
technologies. With a choice of four
workshops, delegates were spoilt
for choice with presentations
covering QR codes, web toolkits,
library management systems and
mobile devices. Dave Pattern from
the University of Huddersfield
shared with delegates his
experience of implementing
Summon in the University library.
His session started with an
amusing look at the challenges
faced by many libraries with
electronic resources and Dave
then proceeded to explain the
stages of implementation involved
in taking on a discovery source.
‘Convenience trumps quality
every time’ with students… and
discovery source software such
as Summon provides both! Jon
Fletcher’s workshop session
looked at the ‘Future for the
Hand-Held Librarian’; a discussion
on the future of eBook readers,
tablet computers, QR codes and
smart phones. With an estimated
89 percent of UK adults owning
a mobile phone, and 70 percent
of 18-24 year olds now owning
smartphones, our libraries do need
to look at how we can adapt to
an increasingly mobile world and
improve our use of applications
and web tools. This was an
underlying theme throughout

the conference and other
workshops including Rene Meijer’s
presentation on ‘Designing space
and services to support digital
literacies’, and Andy Tattersall
and Claire Beecroft’s session on
‘Free web toolkits for the modern
library’ looked at just that. It is
challenging to implement change
in a landscape with reducing
budgets; however these sessions
highlighted the potential for
learning and communication
using the technologies that are
out there. The free web tools now
available eliminate excuses for not

having a go and getting involved,
and why not, with an everincreasing selection of options
available each library is bound to
find something that suits
their needs.
Would you like to share good
practice? Pick up some tips on
future technologies? And enjoy
the opportunity to network with
like-minded peers? Then register
next year for the MMIT Conference
2013 in Manchester, and get
involved!
www.cilip.org.uk/mmit

Image: © Sarah Cole Photography. www.sarahcolephotography.co.uk

MMIT National Conference: ‘Reduced Budgets? Increased Impact!’

Olivia’s review first appeared online in Information Today Europe www.infotoday.eu
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The MMIT National Conference,
held in Sheffield on 17 April, was
an event packed with interesting
sessions. Leo Appleton, chair of
MmIT Group (pictured below),
introduced the conference and
the Group, “MMIT is the special
interest Group of Cilip that unites
Cilip members and beyond and
generates interest on MMIT in
all sectors of the library and
information world.”

Catherine Dhanjal reports on
Marshall Breeding’s keynote talk at
the MMIT National Conference in
April which provided a fascinating
viewpoint on change in libraries
and the technology changes that
we need to make in libraries to
keep up with that.
Many in the audience were

familiar with Marshall’s work such
as his online news on technology
developments (Library Technology
Guides) and his index of libraries’
use of technology (Lib-web-cats).
Part of Marshall’s role is tracking
changes in library management
system (LMS) use. He showed a
screenshot of libraries that had
changed their system in 2011.
He tracks the date of contract
signature rather than when the
new technology is installed as that
can happen two or three years
later. His research shows which
are the systems most moved away
from and identifies trends such
as the drive towards open source
solutions. You can also extrapolate
the level of consolidation of
vendors from the data and
Marshall expects some additional
consolidation and changes of
ownership amongst vendors in
the next one to three years.
He has also carried out a
perception study every year for
last five years which asks librarians
how happy they are with their
systems. The anonymised survey
results and comments allow him
to see which LMS are liked most
and least — along with lots of
good information and anecdotal
feedback in the comments.
His research shows that newer
‘open’ systems such as Sierra
are starting to sell. Open source
started in the US in 2006-7 and
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its growth has turned out to
be a gentle slope and whilst a
significant number of libraries
are moving to open source there
hasn’t been a massive switch to
such systems as they are suited
only to a certain size and type of
library operation.
It’s vital to have the right
automation system in libraries and
from the early efforts in the 1950s
and 60s, organisations have tried
to come up with automation tools
that help librarians to carry out
their jobs. However, library roles
have changed dramatically since
these early models of automation
were introduced and this time
we need to take a step back and
look at things anew — and check
that systems we’re buying into are
right for our reality today.
The mould of the automation
systems was cast in the days of
print and has long tentacles.
Libraries today spend far more on
electronic resources than print,
but still spend more time and
energy on print, and better ways
to discover print are needed.
Thomas Kuhn in The Structure
of Scientific Revolutions, 1962,talks
of ‘paradigm shift’ in changes
in the way we look at science.
Marshall (pictured right) believes
that we’re in a similar situation
in librarianship: print was the
centre of our universe, now
it’s electronic and digital. The

paradigm shift will be brought
about by webscale discovery and
management systems and will
allow information professionals to
leverage their peers and discover
all the information available on
the web. This fits into the larger
realm of IT changes such as
cloud computing which Marshall
suggests is the generally accepted
way to do computing nowadays.
True multi -tenant SAAS where
we can engage in widely shared
cooperative systems and
leverage what we do in larger
environments is a fundamental
technology shift.
He made the point that today
library services must engage
with different systems including
a variety of discovery services,
self service, ERP systems to
manage budgets... and that we
need dynamic ways to exchange

financial transactions. We may
also be required to connect with
learning management systems
and must be able to collaborate
with the broader enterprise.
However, he warned that these
are transitions that take a decade
to happen. Currently we’re at the
beginning of a cycle of transition,
a cycle which is quite slow. It will
take the course of the next decade
for academic libraries to be able
to replace their current legacy
systems with new products.
Blogs and photographs from
the event can be found at:
http://mmitblog.wordpress.
com/2012/05/01/reduced-budgetsincreased-impact-mmit-2012conference-round-up/
Library Technology Guides and
lib-web-cats:
www.librarytechnology.org
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BFI news

Al Pacino
heads a stellar
cast in this
powerful,
unsentimental
depiction of
the American
War of
Independence.
Since its original release in 1985,
director Hugh Hudson (Chariots of
Fire) and Al Pacino have returned
to the film, making several changes
including the addition of a voiceover for Pacino’s character.
Released on 18 June, this

Dual Format Edition contains
the definitive Director’s Cut of
Revolution on DVD and Blu-ray, and
includes new interviews with Hugh
Hudson which explore the history
of the film’s production and the
differences between the different
versions.
Epic in scale and execution,
Revolution follows the fortunes of
single father Tom Dobb (played
with dogged resilience by Al Pacino)
as he fights to protect Ned, his only
son, against the violent course of
history. The supporting cast includes
Annie Lennox, Joan Plowright,
Steven Berkoff, Dexter Fletcher and
Sid Owen.
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Superb performances,
breathtaking set pieces and a
poignant score by John Corigliano,
played by the National Philharmonic
Orchestra, combine to produce an
uncompromising evocation of the
chaos and squalor of war.
As well as Revisiting Revolution in
which Al Pacino and Hugh Hudson
discuss their vision for Revolution:
The Director’s Cut, two newlycommissioned interviews feature
Hudson talking about the making of
the film, illustrated with production
stills by renowned photographers
David Bailey and Don McCullin, and
about the various changes he made
to the original film to create his

new cut.
Director Hugh Hudson, worked
closely with the BFI in putting this
release together. Chariots of Fire
(1981), the multi Oscar®-winning
Olympic drama which he made with
Lord Puttnam, is back in cinemas
across the UK from Friday 13 July,
supported by BFI Lottery funding, as
an official part of the London 2012
Festival celebrations.
Special features
•
Presented in both Standard
Definition and High Definition
•
Optional presentation of the
original theatrical version of
Revolution (Blu-ray only)
•
Revisiting Revolution (2008,
23 mins, DVD only): Al Pacino
and Hugh Hudson discuss
their vision for Revolution: The
Director’s Cut
•
Hugh Hudson on Revolution
(2012, 12 mins): Hugh Hudson
on the making of Revolution,
illustrated with production
stills by David Bailey and Don
McCullin
•
Re-cutting Revolution: the
Deleted Scenes (2012, 21 mins,
DVD only): Hugh Hudson on
the changes he made to create
his 2009 cut
•
Original theatrical trailer (DVD
only)
•
Optional Dolby surround 5.1
audio
•
Extensive booklet with essays
by Nick Redman, Philip French,
John Corigliano, Michael

All images: © Warner Bros. NB. Permission granted solely for reproduction in direct publicity or promotion of the BFI release of Hugh Hudson’s Revolution – The Director’s
Cut in a Dual Format Edition (DVD & Blu-ray). Use in any other product or service is prohibited.

Revolution: The Director’s Cut

Brooke; reviews and a director
biography

RRP: £19.99
Cat. no. BFIB1136/Cert 15
UK and Norway/1985 and 2009/
Colour
115 mins
www.bfi.org.uk/filmstore
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film news
World War I Film Footage in
Cyberspace

with partners in France, Germany,
Austria, Hungary, Serbia, Italy,
Belgium, Denmark, Norway, Spain
and the Netherlands.
Jill Cousins, executive director
of Europeana, said, “This is an
enormously valuable project for
historians, schools, researchers
and film buffs, and will provide a
remarkable resource in time for
the 2014 centenary, when public
interest will really peak.”
“It’s important too because
although a considerable amount
of film material covering the Great

War was produced, experts estimate
about 80 percent of that footage
has been lost forever. Surviving
films remain in analogue format,
but access to them can be difficult,
cumbersome and costly. But
through digitisation, the material
can be accessible to all on the web.”
Project organisers are sharing
hundreds of hours of film material
and expertise from a number of
individual European archives in
order to highlight the benefits
of film digitisation and digital
preservation of historical films
across the sector.

EFG1914 is coordinated by the
Deutsches Filminstitut on behalf of
the Association des Cinémathèques
Européennes (ACE), with support
from the European Union. It follows
the success of the European Film
Gateway, which has become the
most frequently used web portal
for finding films and film-related
material from the film archives and
cinémathèques of Europe. Between
2008 and 2011, more than 500,000
objects were made available for users
to view online.
www.project.efg1914.eu

Image: © Edward Phillips | Dreamstime.com

Films about World War 1 that have
never been seen outside a cinema
or on television are to be made
available on the internet for the first
time ever.
The European Film Gateway
1914 (EFG1914) plans to digitise
up to 650 hours of footage and
make it freely accessible via www.
europeana.eu, Europe’s digital
library, museum and archive. It will
also appear on the film portal www.

europeanfilmgateway.eu
The two-year project was
launched during a meeting of more
than 40 representatives from 25
partner institutions at the German
Film Museum in Frankfurt am Main.
The footage, which includes
newsreels, documentary films and
footage as well as fiction films from
and about World War I, is being
digitised by archives across Europe,
including the Imperial War Museum
in London — which has one of
the largest institutional World
War I related collections — along
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A guiding hand through the Library
of Congress Subject Headings

cataloguers will often need to create Library of
Congress Subject Headings themselves

By Broughton, Vanda.
London, UK: Facet Publishing; 2012.
ISBN: 978-1-85604-618-3
Price: £39.95; price to CILIP members:
£31.96

Multimedia Information & Technology Volume 38 Number 2

Vanda Broughton is senior lecturer in
the Department of Information Studies at
University College London and, as in previous
titles in the series, the content is based
firmly on the cataloguing and classification
modules taught on a Masters course. This is
a text with summaries and exercises written
by a practising teacher who understands
the theoretical and practical problems
students face and the necessity of imparting
information, advice and encouragement in
a straightforward, clear and knowledgeable
manner.
The Library of Congress Subject
Headings (LCSH), despite their American
bias, are used widely in English-speaking
countries as a means of subject searching
in library catalogues. The British Library’s
reintroduction of LCSH to their records
in 1995 resulted in a closer cooperation
between the two institutions and the
opportunity for the BL to propose headings.
Libraries which download the BL catalogue
records and make use of LCSH will welcome
these attempts to reduce the US slant.
Cataloguers will, however, often need
to create LCSH themselves, particularly for
works not acquired by the BL or catalogued
by other centralised services and it is for
these people that the text will be most useful

in giving guidance on the location, selection
and application of subject headings.
When locating headings, the cataloguer
or indexer will have to be aware of American
usage (gas not petrol for example) and
American spelling brings with it more
problems than perhaps the author
acknowledges (color not colour, behavior not
behaviour); most British organisations will
use the British spelling, make the change and
apply it consistently.
Broughton deals well with the deeper issue
of cultural bias and political incorrectness
in the LCSH and lists articles which discuss
these problems in greater depth. She notes
the extent of gender bias, for example there
are many entries created under ‘women’
where their profession is deemed unusual,
e.g. ‘women accountants’, ‘women air pilots’,
while in past editions, we are reminded,
criminals were ruthlessly sub-divided into a
myriad of minorities (Deaf criminals, Jewish
criminals). The author believes that these
headings were not conceived through
caprice or conscious prejudice. LCSH is not
a theoretical or philosophical model and
headings are assigned to accommodate
literature written before attitudes and the
terminology to express them changed.

Photo: ©saturnism, available at: www.flickr.com/photos/saturnism/310865032/ under a Creative Commons licence
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This textbook is another in Facet’s excellent
Essential... series, Broughton’s Essential
Thesaurus Construction (2006) and John
Bowman’s Essential Cataloguing (2003) and
Essential Dewey (2004) having previously
been favourably reviewed in the MmIT
Journal.

...there is a deeper issue of cultural bias and
political incorrectness in the LCSH
Broughton states that such bias is “a
problem of the material rather than the
system used to organise it”. This is true but
the fact that many such headings are still
there in 2011 could be seen as in indication
that the process of revision is slow and
unwieldy. Bodies considering new headings,
and the propriety of the old, should be
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able to work more quickly in responding to
cultural changes to ensure that the headings
used reflect current society and offend as few
people as possible.
LCSH employs the standard crossreferencing found in a thesaurus (e.g.
RT - Related Term) so it is not surprising
that some users of LSCH will look for the
precision which they find in such works.
In many cases they will be disappointed.
Frequently LSCH confuses Related and
Narrower Terms. For example the heading
‘Bible and Homosexuality’ is cited as a NT to
Homosexuality when it clearly should be a
RT (‘Bible and Homosexuality’ is not a kind
of homosexuality). But as Broughton points
out, it is as well not to get to get too hung
up on this - “it really makes not one jot of
difference to the business of identifying them
as possible alternative headings”.
Another unsatisfactory aspect of LCSH is
its apparently random choice of inverted
or natural word order headings. Why do
we have the heading ‘Art, Modern’ but
‘Conceptual Art’? The author believes that
bringing the noun into the lead position is a
hangover from the days of card catalogues
when it was necessary to bring together all
related subdivisions in a linear sequence.
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I would add that it may also arise from
inconsistency of practice over many years
with many different cataloguers working
without clear and shared guidelines firmly
imposed. Broughton believes the move
now is in favour of natural order headings.
Although the heading can be located by
the searcher using keywords (in the online
versions) the inconsistencies remain, are
unpredictable, and look wrong.

... precoordination can result in headings so
complex that their ‘reuse’ value is limited
LCSH does not use scope notes (notes
which explain the meaning of a heading and
how it is to be applied) as often as it might
and there are many instances of different
headings which on the surface seem to be
saying the same thing. There is no scope
note for ‘Art, Modern’, for example, some
cataloguers may regard modern art as being
largely twentieth century but there is a
heading ‘Art, Modern--20th century’, so
which to use? The user will also see a heading
‘Art, Modern--16th century’ which indicates
that LCSH are interpreting ‘modern’ in a
different way and an explanatory note would
be useful when faced with such difficulties

of interpretation.
The LCSH display a formidably large level of
precoordination — the practice of combining
two or more simple concepts in a phrase.
This can result in headings so complex, and
particular to perhaps one book, that their
‘reuse’ value is severely limited — Broughton
quotes prepositional phrases such as ‘deer
hunting for teenagers’ and ‘cows on postage
stamps’. She detects a move away from these
complex combinations to more structured
headings and notes that ‘front pages of
Brazilian newspapers’ has been superceded
by ‘Brazilian newspapers--Sections, columns,
etc--Front pages’.

... LCSH has an apparently random choice of
inverted or natural word order headings
Before any headings can be assigned, the
cataloguer or indexer must be confident in
assessing what the material is about and
the author rightly devotes sufficient pages
to ‘concept analysis’, reminding users of the
other sources of information when the title
alone is misleading or non-specific. The user
is advised to look at subtitles, dust jackets,
contents pages and chapter headings. Her
focus is on print-based sources and there is

no discussion of the subject analysis of film,
sound recordings and images where these
information sources do not apply.
LCSH can seem a shapeless beast lacking
form and system and Broughton does a fine
job of imposing a structure and guiding
the reader through it. Chapters include the
history and principles of LCSH, the problems
of language, and more specifically how to
apply geographic subdivisions and names;
there are also chapters on the headings
as applicable to literature, music and the
arts. Each section has a summary of key
points and well considered exercises. A
bibliography, glossary and index conclude
the book.
There are very few monographs on LCSH
and this authoritative, practical and readable
text will be required reading for all those
whose work involves the application of
Library of Congress Subject Headings.

Olwen Terris,
Former Chief Cataloguer,
BFI National Archive
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Stimulating ideas on learning design with PebblePad

By Sutherland, Shane; Brotchie, Jane; and
Chesney, Sarah.
Telford, UK: Pebble Learning, 2011.

ISBN: 978-0-9565641-1-5
Price: £21.25 Amazon paperback;
£18.06 Kindle edition

PebblePad is described by the authors as
“an eportfolio system” (p3) and a “personal
learning space” (p4). The purpose of
Pebblegogy is to “provide many examples of
how PebblePad can be used by tutors and
others to support learning effectively” (p6).
The book is divided into two sections:
•
Part A ‘Understanding PebblePad’
contains six chapters that discuss the
tool, how it was designed, principles
for use, and a chapter on planning
learning activities which provides some
pedagogical theory as a starting point
•
Part B ‘Activities for Learning with
PebblePad’ is divided into 12 learning
themes. Each theme starts with a brief
introduction and is then followed by a
number of activities.
In addition, the book has a companion
website: www.pebblepad.co.uk/pebblegogy.
book.asp which gives sample chapters and
activities.

the companion website provides a series of movies
that illustrate the features and functionality well
Much of this book does read like a
marketing campaign for the PebblePad
tool, although the activities themselves
could easily be adapted to suit equivalent
alternatives, e.g. Chapter 3 ‘Principles of
PebblePad’ reads as a series of claims as
to what the tool can do. Whilst PebblePad
may have been designed to facilitate these
principles, whether or not they occur is,
of course, down to the learner and the
practitioner and how the tool is implemented
within the curriculum.
The introduction claims that this is a
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book “that sets out to explain what this
thing called PebblePad really is, why it is
shaped as it is, and what learning purposes
it can serve” (pxi). If you have never used
PebblePad before or seen the system, then
the book doesn’t provide enough detail
to explain what PebblePad really is. Whilst
Chapter 2 discusses how it works, it lacks any
screen shots which would have improved
this section and aided understanding. The
companion website www.pebblepad.co.uk/
help.asp#helpmovies does provide a series
of movies that illustrate the features and
functionality well — perhaps a link to these
could be provided in a later edition of
the book.
Part B forms the bulk of the book, covering
the various activities supplied by members
of the PebblePad community. Divided
into 12 themes, each theme has a brief

introduction and is followed by a number
of activities. Given that the title of the book
implies pedagogy, it was disappointing
that the theme introductions did not have
reference to the literature on the theme e.g.
‘Activity 4.4. Reflective writing for clinical
practice’ would benefit from some reference
to the wealth of literature on reflection, nor
was there any reference to the literature on
groups in ‘Theme 5 promoting group work’.
Each activity has an overview consisting of
an introductory paragraph and a list of icons
to indicate level of complexity, preparation
time, duration, number of students and the
types of PebblePad assets used. Explanations
of these are given on pages 64-65 which, as
a non PebblePad user, I had to keep referring
back to as I looked at the activities. Some
of the detail is quite basic e.g. “low” as a
description of preparation time. It would
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•

•
•

download on the companion website
‘Instructions to the learner’ — PebblePad
instructions for the learner, again
available to download from the
companion website
‘Activity in context’ — details where it
was originally used
Practitioner tips

you can pick and mix activities to fulfil your
learning objectives and adapt them to use with
tools other than PebblePad

have been more useful if a banding of hours
could have been suggested to quantify what
“low” means.

this book offers a wealth of resources to help
stimulate learning design
Descriptions of the activities are clearly
structured under the following headings:
•
‘What challenges might this address’ —
a rationale for the activity
•
‘Learning Design’ — details how the
activity is implemented
•
‘Tutor actions’ — PebblePad instructions
for the tutor. These are available for
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Each activity is detailed in around 2-3
pages, and the emphasis does seem to be on
the PebblePad instructions rather than the
pedagogy or educational theory behind the
development. The activities are discussed in
generic terms to enable easy adaptation to
your own scenario, however it would have
been helpful to see more examples of the
resources used. Some of these are available
on PebblePad’s companion site e.g. Activity
2.1 has a sample reflection form, and Activity
4.1 has a sample webquest to introduce
academic and digital literacies and these do
help to build a more comprehensive picture
as to how activities work. More examples
either in the text or the companion website
would add value to this resource.
There is a vast range of activities, and there
is a lot of overlap between them. Personally
I would have preferred fewer activities with
more detailed descriptions and discussions.
There is useful cross referencing between
the various themes, so you can pick and mix
activities to fulfil your learning objectives. In
addition there is an activity index at the back
of the book which enables you to see at a
glance the overview data for all the activities.
This is useful to scan quickly to identify

an activity that would do for a session as
opposed to one for a semester. The activities
themselves in many cases could be adapted
to be used with tools other than PebblePad,
extending the usefulness of this text.
Overall, the book does meet its aim of
providing many examples of how PebblePad
can be used by tutors. If you are new to
PebblePad, or are looking for ideas as to
how to increase your use of PebblePad then
this book has a wealth of resources to help
stimulate learning design. I would add the
caveat that you need bring an understanding
in educational theory and how to apply
learning design as that isn’t covered in any
detail within this text. Available in both hard
copy for £25 and on Kindle £18.06, this text is
a good price for the range of activities

it provides.
www.pebblelearning.co.uk
Tel: 01952 288300
info@pebblelearning.co.uk
PebbleLearning’s ‘PebbleBash 2012: Making
the Case’ conference takes place in Shifnal,
Shropshire, UK on 20-21 June.
www.pebblebash.co.uk

Juanita Foster-Jones,
Department of
Information Studies,
Aberystwyth University
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Library management systems and learning platforms
An effective learning platform embedded in the working
practices of the school can offer a range of benefits
to teachers, students and parents whilst supporting
management and administration.
Library management systems hold a range of multimedia
resources that support teaching and learning throughout
the key stages. Students can instantly access the most
popular and latest library additions; staff can view reports on
borrowing patterns, parents can track their children’s reading
history and even read their book reviews; all using the very
latest technologies to make it a really engaging experience.
The Corsham School is an 11-18 mixed comprehensive in
Wiltshire, educating children of all abilities and achieved an
‘Outstanding’ Ofsted report in 2009. The school has a high
performing status for visual arts, and a second specialism
in maths and ICT. It is a dynamic school where the IT focus
complements the creative learning ethos.
Charlie Parsons, Electronic Learning Environment
(ELE) manager at The Corsham School, explains how the
school’s online learning platform integrates with its library
management system and promotes literacy in the school.

we can search an online catalogue of resources and provide student
account information such as loan history and course reading lists
“I became the ELE Manager in September 2007 and
introduced the Frog learning platform to the school over a
period of 12 months. It has been a massive success, improving
communication across the school, engaging students in new
technology and enabling us to achieve a 24/7 learning reality.
Once the learning platform was up and running in the school,
I decided to investigate other opportunities for integrating
services within the learning platform. Frog is very flexible and
can be used to host other companies’ applications and all
SCORM-compliant software.
“Frog works with a number of education suppliers, so
software actually becomes part of the learning platform. It
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removes barriers and allows schools like us to easily interact
with other pieces of software from one location.
“This gave me an idea to look at our existing library
software, which was out-of-date and uninspiring. I’d always
planned to update it to something more engaging. Seeing

how Frog worked with other library management systems
made me realise that we could create a seamless integration.
We could search an online catalogue of resources and provide
student account information such as loan history and course
reading lists, all through Frog.
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“After successfully using the software for several months,
we then proceeded to add all the set texts from the English
department. We also loaded media and photography
equipment onto the system, so every item a student borrows
from the school sits in one database.”

students are able to manage their books online, write reviews and
watch authors talking about their books.…

“Eclipse.net from MLS is an online library management
system. I visited the company’s stand at the BETT show a
couple of years ago, and was impressed by the versatility of
the software and the way that it could be incorporated into
our learning platform. The decision was made to purchase the
software, bringing all of resources into the learning platform.
“Integrating elipse.net into Frog was extremely easy once
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the software was set up on the server and the address had
been published. You add a Frog ‘scroll frame brick’ to the
page and simply type in the address.
“For the first time, students are able to manage their books
online, write reviews and watch authors talking about their
books with ‘Meet the author’. Teachers are happy as they can
now set homework using the library software.

Frog is continuing to work with MLS to see how the two
pieces of software interact with each other. Adrian Bantin,
business development manager at Frog comments, “There
is so much more we can do with the eclipse.net library
management system. The flexibility of our learning platform
means that, essentially, anything is possible. The idea is to
create an even more dynamic learning experience between
the two systems.”
Gemma Turner, business development manager at MLS
adds, “We have developed widgets that integrate with the
learning platform, making the library and its resources easily
accessible. Personalised and functional, eclipse.net ensures
that students find the right resources seamlessly through
Frog.”
Gareth Davies, managing director at Frog explains the
importance of integrating systems within the learning
platform, “Platforms that look and function like the popular
applications and websites, that students use at home on a
day-to-day basis, have a better chance of being adopted by
young people — anything less is viewed as ‘just the school
system’. We have found the same also applies to teachers.
“We are helping to upskill teachers by providing access
to the latest technologies without them having to become
a computer whizz, allowing them to deliver a learning
experience that will further engage today’s children. The
most important aspect of Frog is that it is the schools
themselves which are now pushing the boundaries,
innovating in the classroom, which is exactly where
innovation should happen.”
MLS: www.microlib.co.uk
Frog: www.frogtrade.com
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The use of YouTube in Further Education colleges
Alan Green, liaison librarian at
Richmond upon Thames College
offers insights into a recent survey
his college carried out on LIS-Link
regarding access to YouTube in
further education colleages and
offers some insight into how
FE colleges are coping with the
apparent divide

Photo: ©Caraman | Dreamstime.com

There is intense debate in many educational institutions
about the use of sites like YouTube. To some they are a
distraction and a potential source of disruption. To others
they are educational tools that students need to have
access to...
The original question was posted by the e-learning librarian
at Richmond upon Thames College. It was inspired by a
request from the media department to allow students to use
YouTube. The existing policy was that only staff could access
the site in the college. The theory being that it’s useful for
teachers to be able to show a clip to a class but if students
have access they will just use it to laugh at a dog chasing
deer, crazy people on trains and similar distractions.

there is intense debate in many educational institutions about the
use of sites like YouTube... is it just crazy people on trains...
Nine different colleges replied so we have a sample of
ten. Richmond’s ‘staff only’ policy put it on the stricter end
of the scale. Only one other college had the same approach.
At the other extreme six colleges allowed students to access
YouTube on the same basis that they can use any other site.
The two remaining colleges allowed access but only within
strict limits.
Of the six apparently ‘pro’ YouTube college librarians, one
is considering imposing restrictions because students waste a
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lot of time on the site, and another identified it as their main
source of disruption.
That leaves four respondents who implied that allowing

access to YouTube was pretty much unproblematic. One of
them admitted that students sharing funny videos sometimes
results in low level disruption but they felt that it didn’t cause
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any serious problems.
Two colleges gave quite short answers simply saying that
they do allow access. This suggests that their experience has
been reasonably positive.

Online videos: students must consider who owns the copyright
One respondent raised the issue that OFSTED might mark
colleges down for blocking social media sites. The argument
is that teaching young people to use social media responsibly
is now part of the OFSTED criteria. A college that doesn’t let
students access these sites would find it hard to argue that it’s
teaching students to use them sensibly.
The two colleges which allow YouTube within strict limits
offer an alternative to the simple extremes of allowing
student access or blocking it. One of them blocks YouTube
on student PCs but allows them to access it on laptops via
the wireless network. Access to other restricted sites is also
available on the same basis. Facebook and eBay were given as
examples. They reported that most users seemed to be happy
with this compromise.
The other college with a limited access policy allows
students to use YouTube on a particular group of computers.
The assigned computers are all short stay; they can only be
used for fifteen minutes at a time. The short stay computers
also provide access to other sites that are usually banned,
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primarily social networking sites.
The central argument against allowing student access to
YouTube is that college computers are provided for study and
YouTube is mostly used for entertainment. If students can
access it in their college library it might distract them.
There is a strong social side to the way people use YouTube.
Sharing funny or interesting videos with friends is part of the
point. This is often done online but it can also mean friends
gathering around a computer screen to laugh at the latest
meme. That doesn’t lend itself to the kind of peaceful learning
environment that most college librarians try to maintain.
Similar arguments apply to social networking sites.
The distraction argument isn’t the only issue that makes
some colleges uneasy. Obviously there is a great deal of
inappropriate material on YouTube. This wasn’t raised as part
of the survey but it is standard practice for FE colleges to have
filters in place. Despite that a risk adverse organisation might
feel that blocking YouTube adds another layer of protection.
Copyright is another contentious issue. It’s clearly common
for people to upload videos without thinking about who
owns the copyright. However, this problem is so much wider
than YouTube and social networks that banning a handful of
sites seems like a slightly futile gesture. Educating students
about copyright is probably a better option.
One response mentioned that when the question of
allowing access was first suggested, objections were raised
on the grounds of bandwidth usage. This is a problem but it’s
one that lessens as technology improves. Restricted access
would also help.
The case for allowing student access to YouTube and
similar sites rests on two closely intertwined arguments.
Firstly these sites can be used as educational tools. There is a
vast amount of information on YouTube and it exists in a form
that students often enjoy accessing.
Our survey shows that media departments are particularly
keen to use YouTube as part of their teaching, both as a way
for students to access useful videos and, in at least one case,
as a place for them to share their own work with a wider
audience. It’s easy to see how sharing their own creations
online could have a motivating effect on students. That can
go beyond the obvious subjects.

features

The second argument is that social media tools like
YouTube have become important parts of our world. Students
need to learn how to use them effectively and responsibly.
In workplaces and at home YouTube is many people’s
first stop for just in time training. If you need to know how
to do something right now, then looking for a how to video
on YouTube is a good option. For tasks where watching a
demonstration is useful the site is invaluable. If this is going to
be an important part of the way students pick up new skills in
later life then shouldn’t they encounter it at college? Teaching
them how to learn effectively is part of our role.
Several respondents mentioned the importance of teaching
e-safety and social media literacy. Colleges which allow access
often acknowledged that these sites are misused by students.
Their usefulness as educational tools relies on them being
used constructively.
Since conducting the survey, Richmond has experimented
with allowing student access to YouTube. The results have
been mixed so the college library is moving back to blocking
access. The site will be accessible for study purposes in other
parts of the college.
We need to think about helping students to use these tools
effectively and responsibly. For some colleges that will mean
allowing greater access. If that happens policing student
use should be seen as part of the teaching process. Limiting
access by location or time might also help to promote
responsible use.
We all want our students to be self-motivated learners.
We want them to have the ability to learn in different ways
and the motivation to study when they could be checking
Facebook or watching a dance video. The debate about how
best to achieve that goes on.
Alan can be contacted on: alan.green@rutc.ac.uk

References
Ball, Jane et al. 2011. YouTube in FE Colleges - a Survey.
www.jiscmail.ac.uk (lis-link). [Online]. http://bit.ly/Lak3TX
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Fifty years ago, John F Kennedy — the then president of the
United States of America — committed his country to the
Space Race, saying, “We’ll do it right and do it first, before this
decade is over.” President Kennedy gave that speech on 12
September 1962 and, some seven years later — just within
the deadline he’d set — the USA won the Race by putting a
man on the moon.
According to Fabrizio Cardinali, chair of the European
Learning Industry Group (ELIG) and senior vice president
of business development of one of the leading mobile and
online learning content management solutions providers,
eXact learning solutions, western publishing and learning
industry leaders need similar vision and commitment if they
are to help western learning and professional development
organisations continue to compete and survive global
competition.

combine creativity and innovation to be successful...
While this is true for the US, Japan and any developed
economy now facing competition from emerging nations’
innovation and R&D, it is even more urgent for a stagnating
Eurozone, Cardinali believes.
Cardinali draws parallels between the world’s historic
industry challenges — such as the one faced by the US
aerospace industry during the Cold War, with its sudden
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awakening after the launch of the Soviet Union’s Sputnik
at the end of the 1950s — and the peculiar challenges
and opportunities currently facing the West’s publishing
and learning technologies developers in their task to help
their economies survive increasing competition, both for
delivering appropriately trained students and skilled workers
in global markets.
“We need to combine creativity and innovation in order
to be successful,” Cardinali said. “Interestingly, such a
combination occurred in Europe during the Renaissance, and
many are researching the forces that occurred in those days
to make that happen.
“The aim is to create the circumstances that will bring about
a ‘renaissance 2.0’ perfect knowledge storm. Fortunately, with
many 2.0 instances patented by many markets, Europe still
has the copyright on the Renaissance, at least intellectually.”
According to Harvard University’s Professor Frans
Johansson, the unique factor of the Renaissance was what
he terms the ‘Medici Effect’. In other words, wise investment
bankers brought together a set of skills from different
disciplines to create multi-disciplinary creativity. This is
something you can’t reach with mono-sectorial innovation
— that is, with publishers, educationalists and technologists
trying to pursue this by themselves, each in their own ivory
tower — said Cardinali.
For Michael Gelb, a leading pioneer in creative thinking
whose works have been featured in the New York Times, The
Washington Post and Training Magazine, many of the people
who lived in Florence during the Renaissance displayed seven
habits of creative genius.
Starting with its best known icon, Leonardo da Vinci, the
wealth of creative genius that shone during the Renaissance
seems to share these seven habits: an insatiable quest for
knowledge and continuous improvement, together with
the ability to manage ambiguity and change; learning from
experience; sharpening senses and body/mind fitness, up to
‘whole brain thinking’ and a systemic view of the world.

For Cardinali, a ‘Sputnik effect’
is needed to restore such habits
among western entrepreneurs and
thought leaders in the publishing
and learning industries. These
entrepreneurs and thought leaders
now need to collaborate to conceive
new generation solutions and
business models, not only to survive
in their own businesses but to also
help western economies survive
global challenges, by inventing the

Image shows Fabrizio Cardinali

Fifty years ago, President
Kennedy issued a wake-up call
to Americans over the Space
Race. Today, the publishing
and IT industries in western
economies need a similar,
urgent call to improve western
workforces’ skills and renovate
their old, outdated educational
establishment, reports Bob Little
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Western learning & publishing industries need a ‘Sputnik effect’
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be contributing 60 percent of the country’s economic
growth
•
By 2020, China’s reliance on key foreign technology will
decline to below 30 percent — compared with more
than 50 percent now
These figures come from China Daily.
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Other relevant statistics include:
•
8 percent of the population of Pakistan is under 30
•
The number of workers at Chrysler who are in the ‘over
45’ age bracket has risen from 41 percent in 2002 to 68
percent in 2011
•
A recent AARP survey has shown that, in the USA, half
of working age Americans expect to work into their 70s
whether because of financial necessity or lifestyle choice
•
In Japan, the number of people between 15 and 64 is
expected to decline by 740.000 a year for next decade
•
In Finland, the employment rate for those aged between
60 and 64 has doubled since 1990 and 21 percent of
corporate training programmes are now attended by
employees who are over 50 years of age
•
The rising median age will cut Europe’s growth by at
least 1 percent annually for the next three decades

emerging economies are carrying out research and
development in ‘learning-related’ things faster
‘next big thing’ in educational technologies.
The USSR launching the Sputnik in 1957 — thereby
becoming the first nation into space — gave a wake-up call
to the American aerospace industry, which had been resting
on its laurels in the wake of its world war glories. This call
was heeded and the Americans reached the Moon first, in
1969. Cardinali believes that western publishing and learning
industries today face a similar challenge since countries with
emerging economies — starting from India and China — are
carrying out research and development in ‘learning-related
things’ faster.
“Moreover, we’ve got the issue of demographic drift,” he
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said. “This means that we, in the West, are relatively few and
we’re getting old as a population.”
Factors contributing to the West’s challenges include:
•
1bn workers from the emerging ‘new economies’
(including China and India) have joined the global labour
market since 2000
•
70 percent of India’s international trade is involved in
providing outsourced services to Western economies
•
Government spending on research and development
in the new economies has risen by 3.5 percent annually
since 2000
•
In China, by 2020, science and technology innovation will

According to figures from Outsell, while education and
training market revenues in the Americas have remained
around the $60bn a year mark from 2007 to 2010, these
revenues in the Asia Pacific region have risen steadily in that
period from around $8bn to some $25bn a year. Significantly,
revenues for education and training spending in EMEA have
fallen consistently from some $28bn to only $15bn.
“In 1962, President Kennedy said, ‘We need to reduce our
missile gap’ and then set in motion the processes to bring
this about,” said Cardinali. “Today, the West needs to reduce
its learning ‘missile gap’. But we can leverage the long-lasting
educational experience and creativity we have on our side.
To do this, we need to understand the essence of creativity
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a population of just 90,000 people; Rome had 35,000
inhabitants and Renaissance Florence only had 40,000
inhabitants. In those days, it would have taken three months
to go from Florence to Amboise in France, as Leonardo did
when he took the ‘Mona Lisa’ on a donkey ride to the
French court.”
Cardinali’s point is that creativity and innovation are not
the sole preserves of large or fast developing organisations.
Rather, ‘adaptive’ and ‘personalised‘ might be the key
features of next generation technologies and of the most
effective contents used to teach our children and train
our employees.
“In addition, technology innovators tend to compete, one
against the other,” he said. “All of Renaissance Florence was
pervaded by a unique mood — or an ‘aere’ (air) as written
in old Italian contemporary poetry — of cooperation and
competition. This meant that artists worked together,
experimenting in cross-sectorial innovation far more
than in vertical silos, which is how contemporary science
separates subject matter domains and expertise. These are
arbitrary demarcation lines which weren’t there during the
Renaissance but were subsequently shaped by modern
science.
“As an industry today, we need to reengage in lateral
thinking and competition, still competing
but taking risks together,” he said. “The
key issue here is speed. In other words,
we must do things rather than just talk
about them. At the very least, we need to
do what China or India is doing in terms
of investment in skills development and
new learning technologies. Moreover, we
need to do it as fast as they are doing it
but we need to find our own creative and
innovative strategies and solutions to the
issue of performance support and talent
development.”
When it comes to being successful at
surviving the increasingly challenging
issues surrounding global competition
— and establishing something of a world

lead — Cardinali
turns to Charles
Darwin for
inspiration.
“Darwin’s
precepts teach
us that it’s not
the smartest, the
‘best’ or the wisest
who’ll survive the
current economic
challenges,” said
Cardinali. “Nor
will it be the best
trained trainee
and the best
taught student.
Rather, those who
survive will be
those who’re the most adaptive.
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and genius and use this knowledge to detect excellence and
encourage talent development and performance support in
the peers, students and colleagues who show it. Moreover,
innovative learning and publishing technology should be
generated by multi-disciplinary teams, working together to
create innovative learning experiences and solutions for our
workforces. Something desperately needed is an increase in
the depth of creativity in today’s learning technologies.”
The last time that creativity was high on Europe’s agenda
was during the Florentine Renaissance. As Professor Frans
Johansson states in his book and teaches at Harvard
University, the Medici family’s investments encouraged
people both to think laterally and to collaborate in multidisciplinary teams. In other words, it created the conditions to
encourage creativity, leading to new applications of existing
technology and the discovery of new technological horizons
which have remained at the foundation of many sectors and
fields, including contemporary science.
“In the learning industry context, we need the West’s
competing companies to come together, to collaborate
and cooperate,” said Cardinali, who added: “We tend
to be defeatist. We expect — and wait for — creativity
and technological innovation to come from large, global
companies. Yet, during the Renaissance, Venice had
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Cardinali turns to Charles Darwin for inspiration... it’ll be
the most adaptive companies that will survive
“Similarly, it’s not the most expensive or even the best
educational design content that will succeed and stand
the test of time. Those who’ll be the most successful in the
marketplace are those who can adapt most quickly to new
jobs and profiles.
“In a similar way, the best digital content that will survive
will be the content that’s designed to better adapt to new
learning delivery technologies and devices.”
Fabrizio Cardinali outlined these views in a presentation at the
Corporate Plenary at Online Educa in Berlin, the world’s largest
educational technologies event. To see this presentation, visit
www.online-educa.com/audio-video-1019
For further insights from Cardinali and the eXact learning team,
visit www.exact-learning.com/blog
Bob Little can be contacted on: bob.little@boblittlepr.com
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The Vindolanda Trust brings Roman learning to life
Who better to teach Roman history than a teacher who
lived and breathed during the time of the Roman Empire?
Tunic-clad teacher, Velius Longus is turning back the
centuries for pupils on Hadrian’s Wall, thanks to some very
21st century technology. He is the latest attraction at the
Roman Army Museum at Carvoran in Northumberland... a
hologram that comes to life to talk to school parties and
visitors to the museum.
Velius will be teaching in the new Roman classroom, which
also includes a new visitor reception area and entrance at
Carvoran, run by the Vindolanda Trust.
The upgrades are part of a £6m package of improvements
that have taken place at the Roman Army Museum and
Vindolanda fort, seven miles to the east, in a project backed
by the Heritage Lottery Fund and the former regional
development agency One North East.
They add to other attractions at Carvoran which include
the 3D film, The Eagle’s Eye — Edge of Empire, made by
Newcastle’s Dene Films. In 20 rich immersive minutes visitors
get the chance to soar like an eagle across the majestic
Northumberland landscape, over Hadrian’s Wall and through
a thousand years of history. Visitors can see for themselves
in incredible 3D detail what life was like on the wall for the
Roman Army Museum’s ambitious soldier ‘Aquila’, what it
took to rise through the ranks and why many didn’t make it.
Battle and boredom — an intoxicating mix of emotions for
those tasked with defending Hadrian’s honour.
The classroom, kitted out in Roman style with busts of
figures such as Pliny, is the setting for the lifesize hologram
teacher who delivers a 20-minute lesson in a truly immersive
and interactive learning experience.
Writing and graphics, synchronised with what the teacher is
saying, appear on a “magic” blackboard, every teacher should
have one. The room hosts a specially built teacher’s chair and
has room for up to 30 students.
“It is all very clever and quite entrancing,” said Vindolanda
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Trust director Patricia Birley. “It is fantastic that we have
been able to redevelop the education centre. The rest of the
museum is superb and the education room and the new
museum entrance are now up to the same high standard.”
Velius mixes a little Latin and how to count in Roman
numerals with the geography of the Roman Empire. Children
will experience language, maths and morals and the lesson
will prepare pupils for life in the Roman Empire.
The classroom can be used by schools and visitors alike and
will host 20 minute lessons suitable for all ages that can only
be experienced at The Roman Army Museum. The lessons
form part of Vindolanda’s museum education package
designed for groups of 15 or more and is free when booked
in advance.
The new facilities were opened by journalist and author

Chris Mullin, chairman of the North East Heritage Lottery.
The classroom has been designed by the original
interpretation designers Studio MB and positions Roman
Army Museum, alongside Vindolanda, as the two ‘must see’
attractions along Hadrian’s Wall. The classroom sits alongside
interactive displays, a dynamic 3D docudrama film as well as
hands on exhibitions and presentations.
Vindolanda has also been given a purpose-built,
temperature controlled room dedicated to a selection of
writing tablets, first discovered at the fort in the 1970s, some
of which have returned to Northumberland on loan from the
British Museum.
Any school which would like to book a classroom session should
contact www.vindolanda.com or call 01434 344277
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From AVL to MmIT — a brief history of our journal and of
multimedia development in libraries
When reading this series of three
articles, please bear in mind
that the first two in this series
were written over ten years ago.
Although I have edited them
slightly, they represent the situation as I saw it at that time.
Things have changed somewhat since then. Sadly some
of those mentioned are no longer with us, but all those
mentioned deserve recognition for the part they played in
both developing this journal but also and more importantly
in the development of multimedia services in libraries and
information services not only in the UK but also in many
other parts of the world..
The first issue of The Audiovisual Librarian (AVL — the first
of the three titles of our journal) appeared in the summer of
1973. From the beginning, our journal was a joint publication
of the Aslib Audiovisual Group and the Audiovisual Group of
the Library Association (LA). Despite name changes of both
groups and of the journal, and the amalgamation of the AV
Group with the Information Technology Group of the LA, joint
publication continued for many years.
In 1973 the, then newly formed, Audiovisual Group of the
LA, which developed from the Recorded Sound Group, was
undergoing the difficult and sometimes ‘awkward’ transition
from music and sound recordings to the wider range of
audiovisual materials. The Aslib Group had a much easier
transition as it developed from the Aslib Film Libraries Group.
Many of those who have made significant contributions
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Dr Anthony Hugh Thompson,
chairman of the MMIT Editorial
Board recollects the history
of the first 10 years of the
MmIT journal

to the development of multimedia services in information
services both in the UK and abroad in the past thirty years
were to be found on the committees of the two groups in
1973. On the Aslib Committee (amongst others) were Helen
Harrison (chair/Open University), Francis Thorpe (Slade Film

History Register), Jim Ballantyne (British Universities Film
[and Video] Council [BUF[V]C]), Peter Miller (AV librarian,
Polytechnic of the South Bank), A.B. Phillips of the British
National Bibliography, and on the LA AV Group Committee
(amongst others) were George Saddington (chair and
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problems of research and development.
“Above all is the shared belief that the librarian is primarily
concerned with information in whatever form it appears,
whether it be a book, a gramophone record, a slide or a
videocassette.
“The two Group Committees work closely together in
the pursuance of these objectives, and it is, perhaps, not
surprising, that this new periodical should be the joint
responsibility of both groups.”

Image: © David Coleman | Dreamstime.com

we sought developments to a profession that had been based on
one media for centuries...

librarian i/c Special Activities at Waltham Forest and also a
member of the Aslib Committee), Eric Cooper (music librarian,
Enfield), Don Gadsby (music librarian, Bradford), E.T. Bryant
(borough librarian of Widnes), Anthony Hodges (see below),
Catherine Pinion (music librarian, Sheffield), and Anthony
Hugh Thompson (director of Media Services, College of
Librarianship, Wales), while Janet Andrew (BBC Film Library)
and Malcolm Shifrin (Inner London Education Authority
Media Resources Library) were on both committees — there
was a good deal of intermingling in those days! Although
he is not so credited until vol. 2, no. 3, the early issues of the
journal were prepared for printing by Malcolm Shifrin, who
acted as technical editor.
The first editor of AVL was Anthony Hodges, then librarian
of the Manchester Northern College of Music. Under the
heading “A new voice for the new librarian”, his editorial in
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Volume 1, number one is worth reproducing in full.
“The past decade has witnessed an ever accelerating
growth in the development of audiovisual materials and a
subsequent proliferation of organisations concerned with
a variety of aspects of educational technology. However,
one major area that has been slow to develop is that of
audiovisual librarianship. In an attempt to fill this void, the
Aslib Audiovisual Group was formed some three years ago,
and it is now joined by the Library Association Audiovisual
Group, an organisation previously confined to sound
recordings but whose terms of reference were extended by
the LA Council in February of this year.
“Both Groups have a common interest in the expansion
of the traditional role of librarianship; equally, both groups
are interested in standards of AV provision, the education,
training and qualifications of AV librarians, and the associated

And thus it was from these common, sound and farsighted beliefs that this journal began, and indeed some
28 years after his editorial was still communicating and
propagating the same basic beliefs and ideas. That is not to
say that the journal had failed. On the contrary — much had
changed in our profession over those three decades and
it would not be immodest to suggest that the two groups
and their joint journal, had played a most significant part
in this transformation. But the developments we sought to
bring into a profession that had been based on one media
for centuries are ongoing, and this journal still has a role
to enthuse us and keep us up to date and to convince the
decreasing numbers of our less forward looking colleagues,
that we must be at the forefront of these developments.
Number one, volume one, a modest 32 pages, set a pattern
that continued to form the basis of MmIT for many years.
‘Seen and Heard’ (edited by Janet Andrew) and an early form
of ‘Bibliolinks’, along with a number of articles (including one
on the National Council for Educational Technology [NCET]
and the cataloguing of non-book materials, by Leslie Gilbert)
appeared in the first issue. Plus, surprisingly, a Crossword,
although this was only to last for the first year, and was
replaced by weightier issues.
To give a flavour of multimedia development in 1973, Janet
prefaced her first ‘Seen and Heard’ with the types of material
then available. “Art original; art print; art reproduction;
cinefilm; diorama; EVR (Electronic Video Recording); filmloop;
filmstrip; flipchart; game; globe; laboratory kit; microforms;
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microscope slides; model; photograph; picture; portfolio;
postcard; poster; radiograph; relief model; slide; sound
cylinder; sound disc; sound tape; specimen; stereograph;
study print; teaching machine programme; technical drawing;
transparency (overhead); Videodisc; videotape; wallchart.”
Come back filmstrip, all is forgiven — or is it? How technology
has moved on...! And how limited a lifetime some of those
media had!
There was an emphasis in the earlier issues on cataloguing,
cataloguing rules, User Specifications (USPECs), bibliographic
control, National Bibliographies and Discographies, Libraries
with growing audiovisual collections and the developing
organisations in the field — NCET, BUFC, NAVAC (National
Audiovisual Aids Council — where did that go?). And the
term ‘non-book’ regularly appeared in the journal, despite
attempts by myself and others to promulgate the term
‘audiovisual’. ‘Non-book’ suggested to the AV enthusiasts
what many really thought about the new materials - they
were somehow inferior to books and this belief sadly
permeated the first decades of multimedia development in
libraries.

the term ‘non-book’ regularly appeared in the journal.…
Reports of conferences and meetings, and Reviews
appeared in the second issue and also continue today.
In number three, John Chittock, editor of the extremely
useful and influential ‘Screen Digest’ wrote about the
“Cinematograph and Indecent Displays Bill” which the then
Home Secretary hastened to assure us was not concerned
with censorship...! By this time, the journal was also beginning
to attract a significant amount of advertising as it was and has
remained the only journal in the field of librarianship (apart
from a fairly recent Japanese equivalent) to deal specifically
with this topic. By issue number four the journal had
increased to 44 pages and was to remain at this size for some
time to come. And the same issue announced the setting up
of the Audiovisual Librarian Management Board (now the
MMIT Editorial Board) made up of a selection of members
from both committees and chaired by Henry Currall, a past
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Chair of the LA Recorded Sound Group.
As the journal began in the Summer of 1973, volume one
had six issues, ending with number 6, Winter 1974. Number
5 saw the first articles from two people who continued to be
intimately connected with, and both later edited, the AVL
— Norman Beswick on ‘Education for AV librarianship’, and
Anthony Hugh Thompson on ‘The College of Librarianship
Wales Media Services Unit’. Norman was at this time in the
forefront of developing and integrating AV into librarianship
courses at library schools through his work with the LA
and NCET. I remember going to a meeting of library school
personnel he called and chaired, where one lecturer
conceded that he was not averse to discussing these things in
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theory, but there was no way he would consider the inclusion
of the practical aspects of these materials in library education.
I wonder if he lectured in book-binding!
By number six, a house style and publication pattern that
continued for many years had emerged. The issue saw the
first in a regular column over the next few years ‘Notes from a
carousel’ by yours truly, which dealt entirely with the practical
aspects of the new materials, despite the comments of the
gentleman in the paragraph above. More articles appeared
from librarians and lecturers who were to prove influential
to me and many others — John Morgan, who developed
what was then an outstanding audiovisual service in Camden
Libraries, Antony Croghan of the Library School at the
Polytechnic of North London who was always controversial
and thought-provoking, and George Geddes who developed
the Audiovisual Library at Jordanhill College of Education.
There was also an article on ‘Television and other av media
in South African libraries’ which was one of the first of the
overseas contributions to the journal and which influenced its
multinational development.
Vol. 2, no 1, saw Dave Ferris’s first contribution on the LA/
NCET cataloguing rules and he was to remain closely involved
and very influential in this aspect of AV. George Saddington
became chair, Helen Harrison secretary and Francis Thorpe
treasurer of the AVL Management Board to “administer all
financial and managerial aspects of the magazine on behalf
of the two sponsoring Groups”. Janet Andrew included a
note in ‘Seen and Heard’ on the publication of a tape-slide
presentation on UDC produced by the Bielefeld Institute for
Documentation and Information on Social Medicine and
Public Health, which I must now confess I used in my lectures
as an outstanding example of how NOT to do it! This was,
however, one of the earliest examples of the development of
that excellent medium, tape-slide. Janet also reported on the
publication of a Swedish Government Report on the national
preservation of sound recordings and motion pictures “which
seems particularly relevant to the position in the UK... when
the whole question of the British Library’s attitude to the
control of non-book materials is being studied” let alone
to their attitude then towards the preservation of these
formats! Notes from a carousel dealt with the use of video
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equipment in libraries, at a time when the only economic
videocassette recorder then available was the Phillips Video
Cassette Recorder. This had one tape reel on top of the other,
although the much more expensive Sony U-matic system was
also available and was becoming the machine of choice in a
number of major libraries, especially those in the academic
sector.
Volume two saw more reports of AV collections being
incorporated in education college libraries — for example
Didsbury and Edge Hill Colleges, and it was here that many
new ideas and systems were being tried out and many
innovative collections built up. Vol. 2, no. 3 saw the retirement
of Anthony Hodges as editor in 1975 and his replacement by
Norman Beswick in 1976. Malcolm Shifrin edited the journal
in-between. ‘Seen and heard’ reported that the circulation of
AVL had doubled during Anthony’s period as editor.
By now the journal included details of and reports on an
increasing number of courses about AV in librarianship organised, amongst others, by the Department of Education
and Science, the Library Association, The LA AV Group,
Sheffield and Newcastle Polytechnics, Loughborough
and Aberystwyth Colleges of Librarianship and involving
individuals including Norman Beswick, Anthony Hugh
Thompson, and George Saddington as tutors. Both AV
Groups had also begun their programme of visits to libraries
and other AV organisations, so there was no excuse for the
AV enthusiast librarian not to get involved — and at that
time in the history of libraries there was money available for
courses and conferences. So the educational process had
really begun.
The spectre of copyright appeared in 1976 with an article
entitled ‘Copyright in the AV Library’ from Geoffrey Crabbe of
the Council for Education Technology, and this has remained
a major topic (and a thorn in the flesh!) ever since. Peter
Mothersole, secretary of the Multimedia Committee of the
Publishers association contributed an article entitled ‘Book
and non-book: traditional publishing and the ‘new’ media’,
which showed that publishers as well as librarians were also
taking their initial steps into the ‘unknown’. Roy Adams wrote
about ‘Teaching package for library user education’ - I wonder
how many libraries still actually do this well, rather than wheel
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the same bored staff in front of the ever-changing bored
students. ‘By observing the library’s rules and regulations...’ is
a quote from an early tape slide user education program still
deeply ingrained in my memory.
Volume 3, no. 4 was devoted almost entirely to a
symposium on the responses of library schools to ‘nonbook’
librarianship education, stirred up by an article by Janet
Andrew in a previous issue. Janet, a major employer of library
school students, was fed up with the lack of multimedia
knowledge and ability shown by the students leaving some of
the library schools. “Most of them can’t even read a picture”
she told me disgustedly in a telephone call. [Reading pictures
accurately is an essential ability for film librarians!] This was
followed up in vol. 4, no. 2. Janet certainly touched a number
of raw nerves!
Norman Beswick’s first editorial of volume 4 is deeply
reminiscent of some I wrote in the late 1990’s when once
again the journal was facing extreme financial difficulties and
changes were necessary. Entitled ‘How long can this go on?’
he expressed amazement that the journal had lasted for four
years and catalogued the problems of producing ‘... small
journals based on a campaigning cause’ — these being first,

economic and second, personnel! In those days the journal
was put together entirely by enthusiastic voluntary labour
and with very limited funding — sadly little has changed
except that we now have an excellent voluntary editorial
team to undertake the production of the regular sections
of the journal, have developed some business ability, have
further professionalised the journal, have a much larger
distribution (but only a very small proportion of whom
subscribe), but still lack proper funding. Norman suggested
that the journal would not survive long — but here we are 28
years later. [Now 38 years]. Long may we continue!

the spectre of copyright appeared in 1976...
Slides, tape slide, sound recordings, cataloguing and
education continued to be dominant themes at this time.
CET (very active in our area at this time) published Norman’s
three course guides on ‘non-book materials for library school
lecturers’ entitled ‘Media awareness for librarians: course
guidelines’ previously reported in the journal. ‘Notes from a
carousel’ covered slide projectors, a buyers guide to suitable
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library av equipment, 16mm film, projection equipment
for film formats, filmstrips, and photography in the library.
Lewis Foreman (Department of Industry) wrote about ‘Some
limitations of discographical control’, and Pru Redfern
wrote about ‘Current developments in a national system for
audiovisual materials’ — both typical of the many articles
coming out in AVL which helped form the foundation of
multimedia librarianship we know today.
Vol. 4, no. 2 also reported on the formation of the Scottish
Branch of the LA AV Group, the real help given to the journal
by Aslib that helped to secure its future, and a rather ‘merry’
Aslib AV Group General Meeting (of which I was then chair)
caused by a prolific amount of rather excellent sherry. I
have never known an AGM to be concluded in less than five
minutes before! Regrettably at this time Janet Andrew had
to finish editing ‘Seen and heard’, and was succeeded by
Sarah Green of the Poly of the South Bank, while Malcolm
Shifrin had to retire from his very considerable activities in the
production of the AVL since its beginning. The journal owes
much to the strong support of many enthusiastic librarians,
including Janet and Malcolm.
Volume 5, no. 1, 1979 announced the much awaited news
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that the Inner London Education Authority had chosen to
standardise its video format to VHS, an announcement that
had considerable knock-on effects in libraries in general, and
for Philips, Sony, and JVC whose machines were not and were
wanted, respectively! No surprise here for Terry Pratchett
fans, as, in Good Omens, Agnes Nutter had predicted centuries
ago ‘Do Notte Buye Betamacks’! Sometimes, the journal
got it wrong, as this report also suggested that as a result
of choosing VHS the ILEA’s video systems might develop
in splendid isolation! The same issue also reported on the
growing popularity of a new medium, the Audiobook. Articles
covered the ‘MARC AV Format Working Party’, ‘Film selection
in the public library’ and ‘Archive film/television preservation’:
the historian’s perspective. In a note of desperation, after
having seen the overhead transparency badly used so many
times, ‘Notes from a Carousel’ provided the first of a set of
‘Guidelines to achieve minimum standards of presentation for
OHTs and slides’. And ‘Reviews’ included the first review of a
multimedia program!
Later issues in 1979 reported on the first LA/Aslib AV
Groups Annual Conference — wish we could still do this sort
of thing today — and the publication of the British Catalogue
of Audiovisual Materials, a brave experiment but one not
destined to succeed. However, the BUFC’s Audiovisual
materials for higher education catalogue, (also reported)
fortunately did. Ian Butchart asked ‘Should we adopt AACR2
for the cataloguing of non-book materials?’ while George
Geddes (later to become technical ditor of the AVL for a
period) reported on the provision of non-book materials in
Scottish libraries: the AVSCOT survey. There was a report
on Prestel, another ill-fated system [a precursor of CEEFAX]
full of potential but doomed to failure. And the following
year, 1980, Robin Bateman’s article asking ‘Integrated
multimedia libraries: at what stage the integration? lead
to much correspondence, while Seen and heard reported
on the development of the Philips/MCA optical video disc
system to be launched in 1981. Optical disc technology
was, I believe, as great a step forward as Gutenberg’s use of
moveable type, and although the 12 inch laser disc itself did
not succeed as well as it should have done, its offspring —
CD, DVD in all their forms—- have profoundly altered for the
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better our access to information. An increasingly emphasis
on video was to be found in the AVL, with an article by Helen
Harrison on ‘Video in libraries’, and W.S. Shepherd’s and
Graham Steele’s articles on teletext and viewdata. ‘Notes
from a carousel’ terminated, to be replaced by fairly regular
articles, giving me the opportunity to propagate my own and
other people’s ideas. The first of the series was entitled ‘The
Gospel according to St. Anthony: Some prophetic ramblings
on formats’ — it is good now to see that I did not get it badly
wrong!

in Terry Pratchett’s Good Omens, Agnes Nutter had predicted
centuries ago ‘Do Notte Buye Betamacks’
Dave Ferris guest-edited during 1980, while Norman was
working overseas, and promised us a page 3 pin-up, but alas
this was missing from my copy! However, AVL did not shy
away from sex, it carried adverts for sex education teaching
material and a cassette series for Gay people from the US of A.
Roy McKeown reported on the AVL Annual Study School and
Conference 1980, the successor to the joint Aslib/LA annual
event previously mentioned. An advert for the Aslib AV
Group’s proposed visit to Paris to see the Pompidou Centre
appeared in this issue, a visit that inspired much interest and
enthusiasm. When a bit depressed, visit the Pompidou Centre
for revitalisation!
At the end of 1981, Norman Beswick announced that he
would be succeeded as managing editor by Helen Harrison,
media librarian of the Open University. Norman also reported
that Aslib’s cooperation had resulted in improvements in the
journal itself and also in an increase in subscribers, especially
abroad. This permitted the journal to function effectively
without financial pressure through to the mid 1990s, until the
effects of the serious economic downturn that forced many
libraries to pare down their periodical subscriptions severely
hit the journal. The AVL also instituted ‘The Audiovisual
Librarian Award’ for a significant contribution to the use and
development of audiovisual materials in libraries in the UK,
and this continued throughout the 1980s. The last issue of
the year also saw changes in the presentation of the material
in the journal and the use of simple graphics that gave the
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journal a style that
is still developing
today.
The early 1980s
saw considerable
discussion in the
journal about the
advantages or
disadvantages of
separate audiovisual
and book collections
with strong opinions
being expressed on
both sides. Articles in 1981 included ‘Audiovisual archives:
recent developments’ (Jim Ballantyne), ‘The applicability of
audiovisual aids for librarianship and training in developing
countries’ and ‘Scriptwriting for audiovisual presentations’
(Anthony Hugh Thompson — he of the long titles!), ‘The
image library’ (Mike Heery) and ‘Video and public libraries’
(Martin Udwin). Autumn 1981 also saw one of the first
hardware reviews in the journal, on Tape-slide projectors, by
Murray Weston. In the same issue Helen Harrison’s editorial
was devoted to the Government’s Green Paper on Copyright
which followed on from the 1977 report of the Whitford
Committee, set up in 1973. The Green Paper concluded that
“the case for comprehensive national archives of sound and
visual recording has yet to be made...” Yet another of those
ludicrous, short-term and terrible mistakes that governments
make that will have enormous implications for future
generations and which is by no means solved today. It is
hard to understand the reasoning of the authors who wrote
those words — who were clearly aware that we already have
national archives of the printed word. Is this once again a
devaluing of the importance of sound and vision compared
to print, or is it a failure to address the considerable problems
such an archive would present? The former, I strongly suspect.
At the end of 1981, Sarah Greene stopped editing ‘Seen and
heard’, and the column she had continued to develop so well
passed into the hands of Catherine Pinion and Patsy Cullen
(née Hutchinson), a formidable (in the nicest possible sense!)
team who worked together for many years to make ‘Seen
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and heard’ larger, more wideranging and comprehensive
and a most important part of the journal. Indeed, Catherine
continued editing the column well into the 1990s! It is at this
time that the term ‘videogram’ became generally accepted
and one of them, the laser disc was expected to become
an effective industrial and institutional communications
medium. In Sarah’s last ‘Seen and heard’ she asked the
question “Computer software - Is this to be, or not to be,
audiovisual resource material”. Well, we all know the answer
to that now, don’t we? Don’t we?
Volume 8, no. 1, was the first attempt by the editor to
concentrate an issue on one topic — something that was
then and has continued to be very difficult to do by the very
nature of the journal and the problem of commissioning
unpaid articles from overworked professionals! However,
it has been attempted on a number of occasions since.
Helen chose ‘Video and libraries’, the hot topic of the early
1980’s. Video was coming into its own — VHS was becoming
the format of choice, the video disc was and had been in
development since 1971 (which incidentally was the year in
which Phillips and Sony disagreed about video formats —
another of those profound mistakes of history). Video lending
collections were beginning to appear in public libraries Motherwell claimed to be the first such collection in 1981.
So the journal contained three articles on video, ‘Video in
libraries’ (Chris Baggs and Anthony Hugh Thompson), ‘The
storage and handling of videocassettes in libraries’ (Murray
Weston) and ‘Facing up to video’ (Janos Reeves). The same
issue saw a considerable increase in size of ‘Seen and heard’,
the use of more black and white photographs, and Valerie
Seymour continuing to compile and expand ‘Bibliographic
update’, which she took over in mid-1980.
Volume 8, no. 2, was significant in that it included an
article on ‘The audiovisual library environment at Brighton
Polytechnic’, by Brian Lantz. At that time Brighton had what
was the model multimedia academic library environment,
one guaranteed to turn most of the rest of us then green with
envy. Along with the Pompidou Centre, Brighton was one of
those who, in my opinion and experience, had ‘got it right’.
Indeed, it was a model that was to be followed by many other
academic libraries internationally over the next twenty years,
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some willingly and some not! You can argue with me about
this, if you want!
No 3 was another of Helen’s themed issues, this time on
Education — and it is significant that ‘non-book’ hardly
appears anywhere in the journal, but ‘audiovisual’ and
‘multimedia’, do, at last! Thank goodness. What I believe this
shows is the significant impact the AVL was having on the day
to day thinking of librarians, the change in attitudes over the
past eight years, and how seriously and quickly people were
taking to the ‘audiovisual’ revolution.

the Government’s 1981 Green Paper concluded that “the case for
comprehensive national archives of sound and visual recording has
yet to be made...”
Helen did it again with vol. 9, no 1. How did she do it?
Again the theme was video, with articles from Catherine
Pinion on ‘Video home lending services in public libraries’,
Martin Udwin on ‘The problems of video in public libraries’,
Dierdre Ellis-King on ‘Video and television viewing facilities
in Dublin Public Libraries’, and Stuart Hannabuss on ‘Video
piracy: the literature and the law’. Also significant was a
reading list, compiled by Verina Hornell and Alan Pritchard
on ‘Microcomputers in libraries’, and a report on ‘Software on
the shelf: computer materials in the library’, a one-day course.
Pretty forward looking, eh?
The 10th Anniversary issue of The Audiovisual Librarian
appeared in the summer of 1983, containing an article
entitled ‘The early days’, by Antony Hodges, the first editor
of AVL. The journal had now achieved an enviable reputation
amongst library journals; a house-style that was to continue,
with some additional sections, up to the end of 2001; it had
an excellent editorial team; a large subscriber base, it was to
be financially sound for some years to come; and it remained
the only journal on audiovisual librarianship available to
librarians internationally. Which seems to be a good point to
finish the first part of this brief history of our journal!
Anthony Hugh Thompson can be contacted on:
anthonyhugh.thompson@phonecoop.coop
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We blog, tweet, like, friend, link and connect...
And who are we? The library assistants

The heart of the library is in its staff and despite a new wave
of digital access, library assistants continue to play the
role they always have by answering customer enquiries,
monitoring circulation, and maintaining systems. However
the expectations of library assistants has changed in recent
years, and in addition to our ‘standard’ duties, some library
assistants now have roles that encourage the development
of skills in IT development, web 2.0 and e-marketing. We find
ourselves on the virtual library desk far more than
the physical!
I am an information projects assistant, working for an
organisation specialising in building services. BSRIA (The
Building Services Research and Information Association)
supports the information needs of our members through our
library service and supports professionals in industry. We are
a small, specialist library providing primarily distance services,
including postal loans to our users, online member resources
and enquiry support services via email and phone. My role is
divided between the traditional desk duties of maintaining
the physical library and in developing and maintaining the
library’s digital services. As a part-time LIS masters student,
the opportunity to gain experience in different aspects of
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librarianship has been great for me. My average day can vary
greatly, and on any day you might find me processing orders
and answering customer enquiries, publishing a post on the
company’s blog or developing new webpages for the site.

“The most important asset of any library goes home at night
— the library staff,” Father Timothy Healy, former president,
New York Public Library
Working on projects for the library has involved me in
web-based development, knowledge management and

Library assistants go digital
With the dawn of the digital age library assistants have had
to acquire new skills in searching online databases, sourcing
electronic books, and becoming the master of the likes of
Google. But has this changed the role of the library assistant
in the long-term?
Libraries quickly adapted to the digital revolution and the
opportunities it has presented. As professionals, librarians
endeavour to engage in the new and now, and innovators
continue to open doors to increase our communication and
aid the distribution of knowledge.
Library Management Systems become increasingly more
apt at pre-empting our every move and their abilities to
source data, manage records and facilitate exchange between
libraries has, in the most part, been gratefully received. For
library staff the connection with the digital world starts in
the morning when they swipe their access card to get in the
building and most library staff rarely leave the computer
during the working day. But technology now takes us above
and beyond this, with libraries lending eReaders, users
expecting downloads to their iPads and the introduction of
the library catalogue in a mobile friendly format.
It seems as though overnight many library assistants
have had to learn how to extend their computer skills
to incorporate mobile technologies, their knowledge
of classification to include folksonomy, and their user
communication now involves social media. This leap forward
may be a challenge but we must consider the rewards of
having a technologically knowledgeable workforce on the
circulation desk. Government reports have pushed forward
the ‘modernisation’ of libraries, and expectations of staff
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Library assistants are the face
of the library, the voice at the
end of the phone and the name
at the end of an email. But does
the ‘traditional’ role of a library
assistant still exist in the digital
age, asks Olivia Greenstreet,
information projects assistant
at BSRIA (The Building Services
Research and Information
Association)

digitisation. So whilst in many ways my role adheres to the
stereotypical job description for a library assistant, in other
ways I feel a world apart.
But does the fact that my job even exists demonstrate a
change in the expectations of library assistants? And, what
will the role of the library assistant look like in the future?

the changing role of library assistants

Web 2.0
Many of the UK’s larger libraries employ e-librarians, digital
managers, and even Web 2.0 specialists to carry forth the
libraries digital image, and to manage their databases and
social networking sites. However, for most libraries these
roles are divided amongst the librarians and library assistants
working as a team to bring our libraries in to the 21st century.
For smaller, specialist libraries this is often the case and roles
like mine can be few and far between. As a result the UK’s
library assistants are starting to blog, tweet and post either
on behalf of their organisation or as a personal venture. As
a result we are tweeting, connecting and Facebooking our
libraries in to the digital world and in doing so many libraries
now have an impressive digital repertoire.
The role of Web 2.0 in libraries has taken off over the
past few years as a result of changing user behaviours
and the increased importance on having an online profile.
However, the tools of Web 2.0 are vast and whilst we have
mastered its use in communication and sharing, we often
forget its capabilities for collaboration. My observation
on organisational social networking is that by involving
more people in the organisation the content appears less
promotional and more conversational. By having a library
blog or Twitter account we often find that the same people
post and contribute, but by widening our input to include all
staff our collaboration and online connections will expand.
The Information Centre at BSRIA has taken on the
management of both the organisation’s blog and LinkedIn
group. The sourcing of content for both is part of my
role, however, a significant part of this is in finding and
encouraging others to contribute and share. The purpose
of the BSRIA blog is to generate discussion on popular
topics in the building services industry, and to demonstrate
the knowledge contained within our organisation. This is
successfully achieved by using varied authors from different
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departments, and by crowd sourcing content externally. We
post consistently, and carefully monitor our usage statistics to
further improve the resource.
Our LinkedIn account is managed in a similar way; it is not
used as a platform for marketing but as a discussion board
for the industry. We post news items that may be of interest
to group members, new legislation and links to the blog, and
our members contribute in a similar way. With nearly 1,000
members the group has increased traffic to the blog and
supports the digital profile of the organisation.

many libraries now have an impressive digital repertoire
Managing these resources involves the monitoring of
content from others, proofreading posts and sourcing
appropriate and engaging content. For a library assistant
this can be a challenging task, but it also seems logical that
it falls to me. By using the information skills of library staff
the organisations online presence highlights the companies
knowledge and skills without using overt sales techniques.
In addition we are able to extend our skills in information
management to administer organisational information on
the web. As research has shown, an organisation’s digital
profile can be crucial in their success to dominate in an ever
expanding online industry and successful folksonomy of
online information has never been more important.

Users drive change
The digital world has brought us new technologies to further
enhance our ability to create, communicate and share and
has opened people’s eyes to the potential of information
sharing and discovery. An Ofcom communications report
from last year showed that one in three mobile phone users
now has access to the internet on their phone, and 57% of
those are spending on average five and a half hours or more
every month on social networking sites. In addition to this
there are now over 350 million Twitter users generating new
information every day, leaving us with not only the means to
view information on a mobile device but also the ability to
create and share our own information. These are the library
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abilities have increased. With the introduction of new
technologies, there will always be an associated change in
expectations for library staff. The development of the role of
library assistant to encompass more digital responsibility is an
obvious solution to this, and as a result we are seeing change.

features
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the changing role of library assistants
users of today and their expectations of electronic access to
information are inherently part of their adaption to the
digital age.
The users of the BSRIA library are primarily professionals
in building services, academics and researchers. Their user
demands are for fast access to the information they require,
whether it be theoretical or practical data, and whilst we
provide a popular print service we are seeing an increase in
the demand for electronic access to materials that have traditionally been supplied in print. This may be due to increased
flexibility in working patterns for people in this industry, and
far more of our users are spending their working day away
from their desktop.
Last summer the library developed a new legislation database for our members; this resource is fully searchable and
provides information on current legislation. In addition to this
we provide an update service via an eNewsletter and we have
a dedicated news page that highlights any new consultations,
acts of parliament and other relevant news features.
This was a service that members requested as a solution to
their problem of keeping up-to-date. Our legislation service
had previously consisted of a CD but we found that our users
were looking for something more. This change in user expectations was not unexpected and with a remarkable increase
in the use of tablet computers a web-based service was a
practical solution.

features

knows what else might be round the corner, the building services industry has its own multimedia and mobile technology
that facilitate better design and more efficient work management and who is to say what impact that might have on the
information needs of this user group in the future.

“In the struggle for survival, the fittest win out at the expense of
their rivals because they succeed in adapting themselves best to
their environment.” (Charles Darwin — 1869)
With Web 3.0 on the horizon the acquisition of new skills
for library staff will yet again be required to keep up with the
changing face of virtual communication. What has worked
with the implementation of Web 2.0 in libraries will not necessarily succeed with Web 3.0, and without information specialists and the support of library assistants this will be harder to
achieve. Web 3.0 in principle will see a further convergence
of the physical and virtual worlds we live in, and it is hard to
anticipate how library assistants will need to adapt next.
Olivia can be contacted on: Olivia.Greenstreet@BSRIA.CO.UK
BSRIA blog - http://blogs.bsria.co.uk/
BSRIA information, guides and news (BSRIA LinkedIn group)
www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=2699225&trk=hb_side_g

What does the future hold?

Image: © Steve Allen | Dreamstime.com

In this growing digital environment the role of library assistants will inevitably further evolve, with the necessity for
engagement in mobile technologies, social networking and
online collaboration tools. Mobile devices, such as e-readers
and smart phones are already common place and mobile web
features are widely available for library users of public and
academic libraries. For smaller, specialist libraries our services
too will need to develop to benefit the new information
needs of our users. The decisions on adopting new
technology will be dependent on the subject specialisms
and value of new resources to our users. For our library, an
example of this might be the introduction of mobile applications for library users working on building sites. But who
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helping public library users to make the most of technology

features

Roxanne C. Mapp, librarian,
webmaster and graphics
specialist in New Rochelle Public
Library, introduces us to the
library in Westchester, New York
and explains the measures the
organisation is taking to help
patrons seize the digital age
The New Rochelle Public Library is located in Westchester,
New York and serves a diverse population of 72,585
residents. The Library circulates approximately 345,238
items per year. Social Media has become the primary means
of communication in today’s society and patrons need to
become computer literate in an effort to remain current with
ever-changing technology.
Noted on its website: New Rochelle Public Library (NRPL)
was the recipient of a two-year grant that was funded
through the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act (ARRA)
Broadband Technology Opportunity Program (BTOP)
www.nrpl.org/publiccomputercenter.org
The BTOP Help Center offers:
•
Online job applications
•
Technology
•
Resumé resources
•
Senior Benefits Help Center
•
Assistance finding Social Service resources & benefits —
Bilingual social worker
•
Assistance with eForms for food stamps
Funding and grants are sought after by a dedicated team: The
New Rochelle Public Library Foundation, Thomas Geoffino
— library director, Barbara Davis — community relations
coordinator, Daniel Ogyiri — librarian III.
The Library regularly offers free computer classes to meet
the interests of New Rochelle library users. The New Rochelle
Public Library Public Computer Center (PCC) provides free
public access computing services to the general public with
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a focus on services
for the unemployed
and underemployed
and other vulnerable
populations, including
individuals in need
of social services, the
physically disabled,
seniors, and individuals
with little or no English
language proficiency, and others .
Most companies no longer accept paper applications
and as a result patrons need to be proficient in computer
literacy, in order to keep up with social media: creating email
addresses so that they can communicate through email and
can fill out online job applications, college applications, and
so on.
The Library’s second floor houses 29 computers: 10 of
which are for are for patrons who need extra time to perform
job searches or do their resumés. The remaining computers
allow less time, there are also Express computers which are
timed for 15 minutes — for patrons on the go.
The library has seen a spike in computer usage and now
offers:
•
Online job applications
•
Technology
•
Resumé resources
•
eBooks
•
Audio books
•
Music downloads
•
Computer basics (in English and in Spanish)
•
Keyboarding
•
Microsoft Excel
•
Microsoft PowerPoint
•
Online health information
•
How to design newsletters, letterheads, flyers, logos etc
using Microsoft Publisher.

These free
classes take place
in the library’s
computer lab
which is fully
enclosed and
holds a capacity
of 10 patrons.
Registration is on
a first come first
served basis. In
addition to the
computer lab,
there are several computers situated throughout the library.
The Bliss Music Center is another self-contained area that
has 10 computers which are for patrons 18 years and older.
Patrons can download music and audio books to compatible
devices, they can also listen to music before decided what to
borrow from the library. These computers were a gift from
one of the library’s patrons (Marjorie Bliss), who dedicated the
Music Center in honour of her late husband who loved the
library.
The Young Adult section, which is self-contained, has six
computers for the library’s young adult patrons. There are
also computers in the Childrens’ Room which is also selfcontained.
The Library’s Lower Level serves as an ESL Center for our
Spanish speaking patrons; they too receive computer classes
in Spanish. There are seven computers in the lab.
•
Introduction to Microsoft Word
•
Computer Basics – Mouse & keyboarding skills
•
Computer Basics (in Spanish)
•
Help using the Internet to prepare for and pass the GED
(General Educational Development) tests
For further information on the New Rochelle Public Library,
please visit their website: www.nrpl.org
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Use of technology in New Rochelle Public Library, New York

videogames aren’t just for Christmas...

features

David Watson explains the
importance of videogames
and why The British Library
is working with the National
Videogame Archive to preserve
the for future generations

Image: National Videogame Archive (NVA)

In 1951 the British company
Ferranti unveiled Nim, very possibly
the first electronic computer game, as a gimmick to sell
their new Mark 1 Computer. After garnering huge crowds
and attention at several trade shows, Nim was broken up
and forgotten about. In 1958, William Higinbotham of the
Brookhaven National Laboratory in the US decided to create
an entertaining exhibit for visiting members of the public. He
rigged up an oscilloscope to form a rudimentary two player
tennis game — Tennis for Two, the first true videogame. After
two years on display this too was dismantled and lost. Then in
1961, a student at MIT named Steve Russel wrote a program
to amuse himself and his fellow students on their (then)
ultramodern PDP-1 computer. SpacewarA, a game of space
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combat, is now regarded as the direct ancestor of all modern
videogames. In time, Spacewar would be bundled with every
PDP-1 computer as a diagnostic and demonstration tool.
There is now only one functioning PDP-1 computer remaining
in the world.
Videogames are certainly a media of the future — but they
already have a long and distinguished past. We can already
see how that heritage is in danger of being lost, and we
don’t need to look far to see how bad that loss could be. Its
companion medium television was a truly disposable media
to begin with, broadcast live with little, if any, archiving.
Meanwhile, so many of the early films have been lost that
perhaps the majority of films ever made no longer exist. In
my LIS masters dissertation I researched the preservation
and archiving of videogames to see how the situation of
videogames compared. Fortunately the heritage situation
for videogames at the moment is somewhat rosier than
that for television and films — genuine lost games are a
rare exception. However, the systematic preservation of
videogames has many complications — a big job for whoever
takes on that challenge.
The preservation of videogames is complicated by the
dualistic nature of the medium — there is the hardware, the
tapes and cartridges and CDs that games have traditionally
been released on, and the code, the ones and zeros that build
the game itself. The hardware can be conserved for a long
time, longer than many had expected, however the inherent
deterioration of plastics, and the bit-rot of magnetic and
optical storage mean that ultimately this is a losing prospect.
The components of many older consoles are now decades out
of production, and floppy discs have an expected lifespan of
between 10 and 30 years — meaning many digital items are
now in or beyond the danger zone.
The physical artefact, though, may ultimately be less
important when it comes to videogames, a digital media that
can surely be preserved in code form. These games can then
be played using an ‘emulated’ machine — a virtual machine

Image: NVA Games Lounge

Preserving videogames for posterity

it is impossible to be a digital archaeologist in an online world
to allow games to be played on hardware other than that
they were written for. The most successful and well known
emulator is the MAME1 architecture, or ‘Multiple Arcade
Machine Emulator’, built around arcade games and which
aims ‘to reproduce that game as faithfully as possible on a
more modern general-purpose computer’.
It is that aim where emulation faces a problem. During my
research I found that most users of emulators nonetheless
regarded them as producing a different ‘feel’ or experience of
the original games, and there are many subtleties that cannot
be emulated — the phosphor glow of an original Vector
graphic screen, or the naturalistic feel of the N64 controller.
Then of course, there is the small matter that just about every
method of digital preservation breaks copyright without
permission from the publisher, permission that may be hard
to come by from publishers fearful of pirates and conscious of
their back-catalogue’s earning potential.
Until very recently the preservation of video games was the
domain of independent enthusiasts, with all the advantages
and disadvantages that that brings. In recent years, however,
a number of academic and institutional archiving projects
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have been investigated and are beginning to bear fruit. In
the USA, the Library of Congress and several universities
cooperated on the ‘Preserving Virtual Worlds’ report (2010)
(xxxfootnote2). Preserving Virtual Worlds focused less on
videogames in general and instead on online worlds like
Second Life and ‘Massive Multiplayer’ games like World of
Warcraft. These online worlds feature particular problems
for preservation as they exist entirely online and can be
overwritten and rewritten at will, leaving no remnant of the
previous incarnation or any events that happened there. It is
impossible to be a digital archaeologist in an online world.
KEEP3 — Keeping Emulation Environments Portable — is
an ongoing project funded by the European Commission
to develop a standardised framework for the process of
videogame emulation, and encourage universal access.
Meanwhile in the UK, in recent months there were The
POCOS4 — Preservation of Complex Objects Symposia —
which delivered three conferences focusing on different
aspects of digital preservation. One of these focused on Video
Games and Virtual Worlds, and featured many participants
from academia, archives, and the videogames industry itself.
One of the most promising developments in videogame
preservation is the UK National Videogame Archive5 (NVA).
The NVA is a joint operation between Nottingham Trent
University and the National Media Museum, and is housed
at the National Media Museum in Bradford, alongside their
extensive collections on film, television and radio. The vast
bulk of this collection is currently stored behind the scenes,
in temperature controlled cabinets that will help preserve
the hardware. Meanwhile, a collection of (emulated) arcade
games flies the flag in the museum’s popular ‘games lounge’.

Videos
A. Spacewar
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rmvb4Hktv7U&list=FLlXWu-PaKJ6LrsDGMUjYG
oQ&index=1&feature=plpp_video
B. Limbo
www.youtube.com/watch?v=oPpBX7X4cPE&feature=BFa&list=FLlXWuPaKJ6LrsDGMUjYGoQ&lf=plpp_video
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The British Library is now working alongside the National Videogame
Archive (NVA) to help preserve games and gaming culture
Stored at the NVA are a collection of games, consoles and
gaming paraphernalia from decades past, including curious
artefacts such as the prototype Sony eyetoy and the Nintendo
Starlight Fun Centre — a portable entertainment set
designed for hospitals.
The NVA intends to archive not just the physical artefacts,
but the extensive culture that goes along with videogaming.
To be able to place these games in their proper context it is
necessary to also preserve the marketing, the tie-ins, books
and posters, and even more so the vast array of material
created by fans of the games. Popular games — even
unpopular games — can inspire fans to produce game
walkthroughs, or speed-runs, art, fan fiction, even some
‘machinima’, online shows created using the graphics,
engine and setting of the game such as the popular Halobased webshow Red vs Blue6. Decades into the future this
material may be just as important as the actual game itself
for academics studying the importance and impact of
videogames. The British Library is now working alongside the
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NVA to help preserve games and gaming culture, focusing
initially on the archiving of websites alongside its general
efforts to preserve digital culture7.
Besides the assorted technical difficulties, there are
many other difficulties in preserving games — particularly
the aforementioned legal issues involving copyright that
complicate any digital preservation effort. However, one
of the most pervasive challenges to overcome may be a
persistent attitude that videogames may not be worth
preserving. The industry is consistently focused on promoting
the next big thing, relegating games only a few years old
to obsolescence. In my research I found that even
enthusiastic gamers often regarded vintage games as mere
technical curios.
As the medium of videogames continues to develop, some
complications such as methods of preserving the hardware
will become less important, many games even now are only
released as downloadable versions, such as the impressionist
game LIMBO, possibly the best argument for videogames as
an artform. With eminent institutions such as the Smithsonian
now exhibiting games as art8, preserving this emerging
art form is a task that will occupy archivists and library
professionals for many years to come.
David can be contacted on: ddmmwatson@hotmail.com
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videogames aren’t just for Christmas...

shared services and consortia for public libraries

features

John Bottomley, Library and
Information Studies student
at the University of Sheffield
won a free ticket to Consortia
Conference and reports back on
this important event on shared
services and consortia for public
libraries and local government
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This conference, looking at the practicalities and experiences
of those involved in the two biggest UK library consortia, was
held in the architecturally beautiful Bath Guildhall. However,
with eight speakers, five bitesize sessions, two lunch speakers,
a group discussion session and sponsor stands to visit during
the breaks, there was no time to be appreciating the venue!
Councillor David Dixon (Bath & North East Somerset) gave
the Welcome address, noting that in the midst of these
austere times, we must remember that every day we should
be building a library solution for the future. That said, could
you leave a child cuddling an iPad instead of a book?
The speakers talked about how and why the LibrariesWest
and London Libraries Consortium were created, how they are
managed, ICT problems and solutions plus individual services;
some of these are summarised below:
Martin Burton described how the LibrariesWest consortium
started and what the benefits of a consortium were to its
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members. As well as cutting
costs by enabling bulk
buying and increasing
front line services due to a
decrease in back office work,
most significant for the user
was the huge increase in
stock availability, eg. South
Gloucestershire residents
have around 120,000 items
in their libraries but now
have access to around
720,000 items from the
whole consortium.
Kate Pitman gave a
brilliant and inspiring talk about the integration of libraries
with adult learning in Tower Hamlets. Tower Hamlets is a
borough of extremes in wealth and educational attainment,
for example, 20 percent of the population have no
educational qualifications. After surveying users in 1998 they
found that they needed to make serious changes to both the
library and learning services. Most significant was the move
to employ people with a retail background as they are good
at attracting people and creating a well-used environment,
other changes included unifying opening hours between
libraries and making them the same each day. The stock for
learners and readers also weren’t separated in the libraries
which increased the use of both services. The success of the
combined service now attracts visitors from overseas and has
resulted in record levels of adult learning.
Antonio Rizzo spoke about the changes in Lewisham’s
libraries including the introduction of community libraries
and a handheld library solution (Axiell OG Web) used on
tablets to allow staff to roam the libraries or do outreach work
in schools, for example.
Elisabeth Robinson (OCLC) spoke about the FAB libraries
project to produce a unified UK public libraries catalogue.

This catalogue is hosted on the Worldcat platform and can
be searched from one search box easily added to a library
catalogue search page. The FAB library search results point
directly to local library catalogues and so this will bring more
people to local libraries especially as the FAB catalogue is also
indexed by Google.
Maggie Harris (Somerset libraries) talked about The
Enquiry Centre, a shared enquiry service provided for
the LibrariesWest consortium. Costs were saved by only
having one team, and being a small team, the quality of the
information provided could be easily monitored. The success
of this service was shown by an increase from 400 to 1700
enquiries per month.

we should be building a library solution for the future
The group discussion sessions involved delegates from a
wide range of backgrounds and were very useful as questions
and concerns from those not in consortia could be discussed
by delegates already in consortia.
The conference provided delegates with a chance to meet
their counterparts within, and in a different consortium to
share best practice, service solutions and personal thoughts.
Tom Mayberry (Somerset County Council) closed the
conference by summarising the day: consortia were seen to
easily provide net gains for their members. They were also
shown to be a framework that provided greater support for
services so that they could become much more successful
than they could be in a non-consortium position.
www.consortiaconference2012.com
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Consortia Conference 2012: a review

transforming local government services
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Reporting from Edge Conference 2012
Elif Varol, library and e-resources
assistant at The University of
Lincoln library, won the MMIT
Group competition for a ticket
to the Edge conference based
in Edinburgh this year and
attended as a guest of the
organisers. She gives us
her insights
I was delighted to find out that I won a place at the EDGE
conference. The programme was very interesting with
speakers from diverse backgrounds including experts from
technology and partner organisations as well as politicians.
It was refreshing that there were speakers from non-library
background who allowed me to look at our sector from a
different angle.
I was very pleased to hear that despite severe budget
cuts across the UK, public libraries in Edinburgh are going
from strength to strength. Mark Turley, director of Services
for Communities, City of Edinburgh Council, stated that
libraries play a huge part in economic growth and change
the dynamic of the neighbourhood that they are in. This
statement fits in perfectly with the following talk given by
Amy Eshleman, assistant commissioner from Chicago Public
Library, where they use social capital as a way of developing
communities. Amy mentioned couple of projects that they
developed at Chicago, one of which was YOUmedia that
involved middle and high school students. YOUmedia
supported the idea that learning can happen anywhere. With
this in mind, they went out of the library to the art and music
festivals even to the beach volley tournaments. They allowed
young people to ride a bike which powered a computer and
gave library card in return. YOUmedia promotes 21st century
skills such as critical thinking, creativity, skill building and
civil engagement. The activities involved in this project were
purposeful and in curriculum so that young people would
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do what they interest them such as designing games or
blogging. This allowed them not to be the consumer of the
information but also to create it at the same time. Some other
activities that were part of YOUmedia were to design and
recreate a book jacket, writing music or a poem about one
particular book. The project became a real success such that
YOUmedia teens were asked to design Lady Gaga’s Tour Bus
for her foundation ‘Born this way’. Amy mentioned that they
developed an online toolkit to measure the impact of the
library services that aren’t just about circulation statistics. The
toolkit will be available online soon.
One of the talks that I found very interesting was by
Riccardo Marini-Urbanist which was about design, creativity,
planning, and places. Riccardo concentrated on libraries
as ‘place making anchors’. We need to have places that we
like to successfully engage the interest of people. How we
present our service determines how people think about it,
therefore it is very important to present it in a creative way
which would enhance the experience of our service users.
Riccardo mentioned Taylorism and the Efficiency Movement
which moved the focus away from happiness onto efficiency.
This movement influenced our focus on financial equations in
terms of efficiency rather than the creativity.

we need to have places that we like to successfully engage people
Another interesting talk was about Idea Stores, Tower
Hamlets, by Judith St John. Idea Stores were developed
following public’s opinion about wanting to have more books
and IT. The Council sought to move away from the negative
opinion of their services. Also, they wanted to reach people
that are not usually library users. As a result of this they
went through a rebranding process and Idea Stores were
born. Their aim was create an environment where people
would “hang around with purpose”. Idea Stores adopted a
retail model which created a lot of resistance from the staff

who thought the traditional library concept of learning and
reading would be destroyed. However, number of visitors
going in to the library quadrupled and level of criminality
disappeared within two months after Idea Stores opened.
The highlight of the conference was a demonstration
of augmented reality by Lester Madden from Augmented
Planet. This was my first experience as a live demo of
combining computer generated graphics with real world
which I found it fascinating. Lester mentioned that there
are a number of services freely available that can help nonprogrammers to develop augmented reality applications
around, one of which is Junaio. I certainly will be looking into
exploring more about augmented reality.
From hospitality of the organising committee to
the interesting and diverse talks as well as networking
opportunities, the conference has been a great experience. I
am really grateful that I had an opportunity to attend.
http://edgeconference.co.uk/
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roundup
Google Drive - moving the files to the Cloud
One of the technologies that has recently become very
successful is web-based storage. The most popular to date
is Dropbox. Dropbox is a web-based file hosting service
that uses networked storage to enable users to store and
share files and folders with others across the Internet using
file synchronization. There are both free and paid services,
each with varying options and just lately they announced

“Dropbox for Teams”. In comparison to similar services,
Dropbox offers a relatively large number of user clients across
a variety of desktop and mobile operating systems.
There is however a serious competitor to Dropbox. It is
Google Drive. Free accounts get 5GB of space and you can
upgrade to 25GB for less than £2 per month. 100GB of storage
can be had for less than £4 per month, and 1TB will set you
back £35 monthly. Upgrading to a paid account will also
boost the available storage space on your GMail account to
25GB. The documents that appear in the computer’s folder
are actually links to Google Docs which open a separate
browser window for editing. In fact, as a bonus, Google just
announced the availability of 10GB of storage in GMail,
up from the standard 7GB to celebrate the launch of
Google Drive.
The app is now available for download (https://drive.
google.com/). Once you install it, it creates a folder on your
computer that acts as a GDrive sync area. All of your previous

Google Docs appear as “icons” in the folder. Google Docs is
built right into Google Drive, so you can work with others in
real time on documents, spreadsheets and presentations.
Once you choose to share content with others, you can add
and reply to comments on anything (PDF, image, video file,
etc) and receive notifications when other people comment on
shared items.
You can access your files from anywhere—on the web, in
your home, at the office, while running errands and from all
of your devices. You can install Drive on your Mac or PC and
can download the Drive app to your Android phone or tablet.
They are also working hard on a Drive app for iOS devices.
A cool feature is that you drive recognizes text in scanned
documents using Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
technology, for instance, if you upload a scanned image of an
old newspaper clipping. You can search for a word from the
text of the actual article. They also use image recognition so
that if you drag and drop photos from your Grand Canyon trip
into Drive, you can later search for [grand canyon] and photos
of its gorges should pop up. Drive is built to work seamlessly
with your overall Google experience. You can attach photos
from Drive to posts in Google+, and soon you will be able to
attach stuff from Drive directly to emails in Gmail. Dropbox
offers 2GB frees storage so the fact that Google Drive is
offering 5GB for free should bring a response sometime soon
from Dropbox... watch this space...

Image: © Dropbox

www.dropbox.com
https://drive.google.com/
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Kindle eBooks — “To Loan or Can I Loan?” That is the question...
Ask any avid book reader about one problem regarding
eBooks and they will inevitably say — the inability to loan a
book they have purchased to someone. Why? Well basically
digital rights management prevents it. However, there has
been a change to this policy and now eligible Kindle books
can be loaned once for a period of 14 days. The borrower
does not need to own a Kindle — Kindle books can also be
read using other free Kindle reading applications for PC, Mac,
iPad, iPhone, BlackBerry, and Android devices. Not all books
are lendable — it is up to the publisher or rights holder to
determine which titles are eligible for lending. The lender will
not be able to read the book during the loan period. Titles
that are eligible for lending, as determined by the publisher
or rights holder, will have a message on the product detail
page. Scroll down to the “Product Details” section and look
for “Lending: Enabled” as shown below.
For titles you already own, you can check the ‘Your Orders’
section in ‘Manage Your Kindle’. Click the “+” symbol next
to a title to reveal additional information about the title. If
lending is enabled, you’ll see a ‘Loan this book’ button next to
the product image. You can initiate a loan from ‘Manage Your
Kindle’ or the book’s product detail page on Amazon.com.
You will enter the borrower’s name and email address and
an optional notification message. Your recipient can receive

the book loan even if they do not yet have a Kindle or Kindle
reading application. If lending is enabled for a title, you’ll see
a ‘Loan this book’ link in the ‘Actions’ menu (see below right).
Choose ‘Loan this book’ and you will be directed to a form
where you’ll provide the borrower’s name, their personal
email address and an optional message. Be sure, however, to
send your Kindle book loan notification to your borrower’s
personal email address, not their Kindle.com email address.
Your loan recipient will be notified of the loan through
the email address you provide. The borrower has seven
days to accept the loan. If the loan is not accepted after
seven days, the book will become available again through
your Archived Items. You can also attempt to loan the book
again at that time. If the borrower already owns the title,
or the title is not available in the borrower’s country due to
copyright restrictions, the borrower will not be able to accept
the loan. In these cases the lender will be able to read and
loan the book again after the seven day period has ended.
If someone has loaned you a Kindle book, you will receive
an email notification allowing you to download the book to
your Kindle device or free Kindle reading application. After
accepting the loan, you’ll have 14 days to enjoy the book until
the download ends.
You will be notified three days before the end of the 14-day
loan period. Amazon will send borrowers a courtesy reminder
email about the loan expiration. Once the loan period has
ended, an email notification will be sent to both the book

lender and borrower. The lender
can then access the book again
through their Archived. You can
view the status of a Kindle book
loan from the ‘Manage Your
Kindle’ page. Click on the “+”
symbol next to any title to view
more details about any book that
you’ve loaned or borrowed. If
you have loaned out the book,
you will see the loan date listed,
as well as whether the loan is
pending, the expiration date of
an accepted loan, or the returned
date. Borrowers will be able to see how much longer a loan is
available, or if it has ended. Interestingly, the lender’s notes
and highlights are not visible to the borrower during a Kindle
books loan. When the book is returned, the same notes and
highlights will appear in the book as before the loan was
initiated. The borrower of a Kindle book loan is also able to
make notes and highlights in loaned books. These will not
be visible to the lender at the end of the loan period. If a
borrower purchases the same title after the loan has ended,
any notes and highlights made in the loaned book will be
retained in the purchased version.
I have to state however that at this time, Kindle book
lending can only be initiated by customers residing in the
United States. If a loan is initiated to a customer outside
the United States, the borrower may not be able to accept
the loan if the title is not available in their country due to
publisher geographical rights.
www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html/ref=hp_left_
cn?ie=UTF8&nodeId=200549320
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Image: © junyaogura under a Creative Commons
Licence. www.flickr.com/photos/sooey/

technology roundup

coming soon...

coming soon...
August: focus on Web 2.0 & 3.0

Your articles, photographs, reviews, thoughts and suggestions for the journal are always welcome,
just contact Catherine Dhanjal on catherine.dhanjal@theansweruk.com or call +44 (0)800 998 7990.

November: focus on mobile technology
Our Group chairman, Anthony Hugh Thompson
provides a history of the MMIT Group and journal
each issue from May to November this year. MMIT is
38 years old this year!
Plus our regular items:
Features
News
Reviews
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